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Ruling out static

Easier Testing. By Comparison.
Scopemate 2.'" With Your Scope Or Ours,
Still The Best Price Solution
For Good/Bad IC and Component Testing
Now you can economically test all
types of analog, digital and hybrid
components-including resistors, capacitors, diodes and ICs with up to 40 pinsusing a simple X -Y oscilloscope. In the
field or on the bench, in -circuit or
out -of-circuit. Without tedious pin -by -pin
or contact -by -contact testing.
It's made possible by Scopemate
from Beckman Industrial. All it does is
plot voltage vs. current. Just a lot easier. A
lot faster.
Scopemate 2 compares components
known to be good with those to be tested,
giving you a very accurate and fast way to
identify bad devices. The voltage vs.
current plot from a known good device is
compared to the device under test. In fact,
since there's no complex numerical test
data to interpret, Scopemate 2 is ideal for
less experienced personnel.
And, at $395 it doesn't take too long
to figure that Scopemate 2 may pay for
itself in saved testing time. Real soon.
Scopemate 2 comes with a simple yet
comprehensive operator's manual, a
complete set of leads, interconnect cables
and plug-in transformer.
Although Scopemate 2 will work
with just about any X -Y oscilloscope,

9020 20MHz Delayed
Sweep Oscilloscope

$499.00
Vertical Accuracy: ±3%
Time -based accuracy:

±3%

Input Impedance: 1M ohm
35pF (2%)
Input Max. Voltage: 400V

(DC+ pos. peak AC)
Sweep Delay Ranges:

10,1,0.1ms;10,1,0.14
Mode: Normal, search, delay

Beckman Industrial Circuitmate' Model
9020 offers capabilities seldom found on
other scopes costing less than $500.
Proven capabilities such as delayed
for easy bandwidth analysis, zoom in for short -duration events, a variable
holdoff function for a stable display of non
periodic signals-even beam finding to

sweep

Scopemate 2' IC/Component Tester

$395.00

Test Method: Direct Visual Comparison (known good

vs. device under test)
Test Sockets/Interface: 20 and 40 -pin ZIF IC sockets.

banana jacks
Power: 120 or 220VAC, 50/60Hz, 5VA max. (specify)
Circuit Test Voltage/Current: 14VAC RMS (voltage,
approx.); 300µA AC RMS (current, approx.)
Pin Test selection: Push-button switch per pin

locate and return trace to view regardless
of control settings. And switchable Xl/X10
probes give you more sensitivity for low
frequency measurements, less circuit
loading for high frequency measurements.
For real value, combine the 9020 and
Scopemate 2 for performance and flexibility unmatched by systems costing
$1,500 or more. For less than $900.
Both Scopemate 2 and our Circuit mate Model 9020 illustrate a simple commitment by Beckman Industrial-to
provide service test instruments that meet
your needs. Whether through advanced
technology or value -oriented applications
of proven technology, Beckman Industrial
gives you the right features at the right
price, with service test instruments built
to rigorous standards of quality and

reliability.
Visit your Beckman Industrial
distributor today and find out how the
ruggedly reliable Scopemate 2 and the
9020 Oscilloscope can meet your
needs. And why they offer the best
value around. By comparison.
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NEW TEK.
PURE SIMPLE.
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Now, the perfect measure of
economy plus performance in a
low-cost, 50 MHz scope backed

by a 3 -year warranty. The new
2225 exemplifies Tek quality at its
pure and simple, affordable best.
It's the easy, economical answer
to your professional scope needs
at bench and field sites, on the
manufacturing floor and in
the classroom.
Two -channel, single time-base
Tek basics enhanced by features

of much more expensive scopes.
Plus outstanding ease of use.

Bandwidth
Vertical
Sensitivity
Waveform
Expansion

50 MHz

500 µV/div
X5, X10, X50 Alternate

Magnifications
Maximum
Sweep
Speed
Trigger Modes
Trigger
Couplings
Weight
Warranty

5

ns/div

Peak -to -Peak Auto, Norm, TV
Field, TV Line, Single Sweep

AC, DC, HF Reject, LF Reject
6.6 kg/14.6 lb
3 -year on parts and labor,
including CRT

You get 500 p,V/div vertical

sensitivity for low-level signals.
Horizontal alternate sweep magnifications of X5, X10 and X50 for
time measurement accuracy. New
front -panel Z-axis input. HF and
LF Reject trigger filtering to stabilize noisy-signal displays. Plus

5

TV Line and Field triggering. All in
a compact, portable package.
Two heavy-duty Tek 10X modular probes with a new ruggedized
probe tip are included.
Scope. Probes. 3 -year warranty. 30 -day free trial. One free
call gets it all! Call Tek direct to
order, obtain literature or get the
name of your nearest Tek repre-

sentative or distributor. Technical
personnel can answer your
questions and expedite delivery.
Direct orders include probes,
operator's manual, 30 -day free
trial on approved credit and factory -trained service worldwide.
Everything that says genuine Tek!

Call Tek direct:

1-800-426-2200
In

Oregon, call collect:

627-9000

TéJctronbco
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
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By Sam Wilson, CET
This month's quiz tests your
knowledge of circuits and
power supplies, with a
bonus question for radio
buffs.

By Wayne Graham
The mechanical systems
that drive VCR tape cause
most VCR failures. To

Measuring tape tension
and torque in VCRs

Test your electronics
knowledge

10

The dissipation factor...an

explanation
By D. Joseph Frazier
This answer to the April
1987 "Report from the test
lab" explains the function of
the dissipation factor of a
capacitor.

page 16
A basic test -equipment setup for VCR
testing and alignment can be stored on a
roll -away cart for convenience. (This photo and cover courtesy of Leader Instruments.)

Unusual
By Joseph J. Carr, MSEE,
CET
Although you might be

16

familiar with the common
waveforms, internal circuits

procedures

generate more unusual
waveforms too. Knowing
these can help you service
complex electronics more
effectively.

By G. McGinty, CET

26

Ruling out static
By Dixon Gleeson
Although a lot of electronics

servicing professionals think
of static as simply an
irritant, it can degrade or
even destroy static -sensitive
components. Yet following
just three rules can protect
expensive components both
in the field and in the shop.

45

waveform/function
generator circuits

VCR test and alignment
Just following the steps for
testing and aligning VCRs
takes time, but getting
together the necessary
equipment and learning the
symptoms and waveforms
can speed up the process.

diagnose which component
is causing the problem, the
technician needs to know
the difference between
tension and torque, and how
to measure both.

page 26

Static shielding bags and static dissipative kits can protect sensitive electronic components from ESD damage.
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What do you know about
electronics- a new zener
diode
By Sam Wilson, CET
Many bipolar transistors
behave strangely when
connected into the circuit
backwards. The author

discusses light -emitting
diodes, which produce a
zener diode characteristic
on a curve tracer, and also
introduces some do-ityourself dimmers and
decade boxes.

ARM
YOURSELF

AGAINST
STATIC
WITH NTE; PATENTED
FIELD SERVICE KIT.
LOOK FOR THE FULL LINE OF QUALITY NTE
REPLACEMENT PARTS AND PRODUCTS:

Static electricity is a real hazard
to sensitive electronic equipment.
Now you can protect valuable
components in the field and in
the plant with NTE's new Field
Service Kit.
Our Kit includes everything you
need to keep your equipment
free of static
24" x 24" table
top work mat, wrist strap with 8'
coil cord, 15' clip -on grounding
line and anti -static component
storage bags. Both the wrist
strap cord and grounding cord
contain integral current limiting
resistors.
Unlike other kits currently on the
market, NTE's patented' three -

layer construction produces
controlled static drain, eliminating
the danger of sparking and the
chance of additional component
failure during the repair operation.
The static -dissipative, vinyl work
surface is durable and its bright
green color enhances visibility.
The entire Kit folds down into a
compact unit and comes with its
own zip-close bag.

-a

Trans stors

Thyri tors
Integ ated Circuits
Recti iers and Diodes
High Voltage Mot:ipliers and Dividers
- Optoelectronic Devices
Zeners
Microprocessors and Support Chips

Memory ICs
Thermal Cut -Offs

Bridge Rectifiers
Unilunctions
RF Transistors
Microwave Oven Rectifiers
Selenium Rectifiers
Flameproof Resistors
Wire Ties

Electrolytic Capacitors
Static Control Products

Look for NTE's new Field Service
Kit and our other static control
products- including our antistatic foam, for shipping and
storing equipment, and separately
packaged wrist straps
at your
local NTE distributor.

-

'Patent issued November 8, 1983.
U.S. Patent No. 4,414,260.

NTE ELECTRONICS, INC.
44 FARRAND STREET BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07003
(Outside N.J.) 1-800-631-1250 (N.J. only) 1-800-624-2624

For more information or the name of your local distributor, call or write NTE.
Circle
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Editorial
Wouldn't it be nice if you could
dial a phone, say from where you
work, from the movies or a

The
"smart"
home

of the
future

temperatures.
Sound farfetched? It does to me
restaurant or even from out of
too, but considering the advanced
town, and be connected with your state of today's electronic
home. No, I don't mean someone
technology and some things that
at your home, I mean with a
are going on in the electronics
central control and sensing unit
industry, it just might become
that would let you turn lights on possible sooner than any of us
and off, reset the temperature
think.
setting on your thermostat, turn
The most recent issue of the
on your VCR to record a
EIA/CEG Newsletter features an
program that you forgot you
article called "Interest grows in
wanted to watch, check to see if
home automation as CEG begins
you in fact left an iron turned on to draft standard." The report is
(and turn it off if you did), or
quoted here:
There is a new American home
on the horizon-one that is
efficient, secure and very smart. It
is the fully automated intelligent
home. Although "smart" systemsautomated controls for heating, air
conditioning, lighting and
security-have been used in office
buildings for years, this technology
has not been available for the
family home. The EIA's Consumer
Electronics Group is developing
industry-wide standards that will
soon make the dream of the
intelligent home a reality.
According to Group Vice
President Thomas P. Friel: "To
understand the system, one should
think of a home as a network of
highways. Its `roads' are the power

If you find it hard to imagine
the idea of a home full of
electrical and electronic devices
that can be programmed in
advance to come on and off on a
set schedule, and can then be
reprogrammed remotely using
the buttons of a touch-tone
phone, try to picture the reaction
you'd get if you tried to describe
a modern home to someone at the
turn of the century whose home
had just been wired for a few
electric lights. He would no doubt
find it impossible to conceive of
pictures being received from a
distance, even from space, or
news reports received
instantaneously as they happen
on the other side of the globe.
And imagine if you tried to
convince him that in the future
4
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check the outside and inside
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and telephones, infrared remotes
and coaxial cables. Although all
are now capable of carrying
commands and information
throughout the home, the roads
are not yet connected. The EIA
standards will join all of these into
a network through which
commands can be issued for
various home functions."
With the growing interest in the
development of a standard for a
remote -controlled home system,
CEG envisions this system
utilizing power lines, twisted a ire
pairs, coaxial cables and infrared
wire to control audio/video,
lighting, major appliances and
security systems with the push of
a button.

he would be able to cook food in
minutes without heat, or if you
tried to describe what he would be
able to do with the telephone and a

personal computer.
This central bus proposed by
the EIA Consumer Electronics
Group, along with the electronics
technology already in place,
should serve to keep the
consumer electronics revolution
rolling for a long time to come.
But we all know that the
technology will continue to
advance at a rapid pace in the
meantime, making the
possibilities even more incredible.
It's an exciting time to be
involved with electronics and
should prove to be interesting for
consumers as well as rewarding
for servicing professionals.

Portable Problem Solver
Ultra -compact Digital
Storage Oscilloscope Multimeter.
Easily carried in a tool kit or attache
case-powered by batteries or supplied
ac adaptor-this 2 -in -1 lightweight is
always ready for hand-held action.

Multi -function,
200 -kHz DSO.
Just flip the switch from DMM to
SCOPE and the performance of a professional Digital Storage Oscilloscope is
at your fingertips. Lets you capture and
analyze single -shot and very slow phenomena. Stores up to three waveforms,
and has such top-of -the-line features as
auto -ranging time base setting, pre -trigger, roll mode, and on -screen readout of
setting conditions. Low -power indicator

alerts you when batteries need recharging, while a separate back-up system
protects memory.

Full -function
3 1/2 -digit DM1Si.
Precise measurement of ac/dc voltage, current and resistance is easy to
see on the large, high -contrast, display.
Automatically selects range which provides greatest accuracy and resolution.

Perfect for many
applications.

LCD -100 is a unique combination instrument that can confirm that its DMM
is measuring a desired signal. Better by
far than a DMM alone... more useful in
the field than any benchtop DSO in this
bandwidth, LCD -100 is ideal for servic-

www.americanradiohistory.com

ing a broac range of electromecharical,

electrical and electronic systems.
Call toll -free

1-800-645-5104
In NY State

(516) 231-6900
Ask for an evaluation unit, our latest
Catalog, more information, or the name
of your "Select" Leader Distributor.

Forprofessionals
who
know LEADER
the Instruments Corporation
difference.
380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. (416) 828-6221
For Information Circle (36) on Reply Card
For Demonstration Circle (37) on Reply Card

Test your

By

electronics

1.

RF

MIXER

-i

OSCILLATOR

X

resonant frequency of a
certain series -tuned L -C circuit is
adjusted by moving the turns of
the coil farther apart or closer together. To lower the resonant frequency, you should move the turns
A.) closer together.
B.) farther apart.
3. Which of the following circuits
might be found in the block marked
x in Figure A?
2. The

IF

AMPLIFIER

The vertical antennas used with

AM broadcast transmitters are
A.) quarter -wavelength.
B.) half-wavelength.
C.) one -wavelength.

knowledge
AMPLIFIER

Sam Wilson, CET

TO
DETECTOR

A.) BFO
B.) AGC amplifier
C.) discriminator
D.) wideband amplifier
What is the highest number
that can be counted with five J -K
4.

e

flip flops?
A.) 32
B.) 16

FIGURE A

C.) 24
D.) 31
5.

Consider the simple circuit in

Figure B. With RZ adjusted to
10012, the current through RL is
0.5A. To maintain 0.5A through
RL,

you would have to
A.) increase the resistance of
R2 if the resistance of RL

decreases.
B.) increase the resistance of
R2 if the resistance of RL

increases.
Each resistor in the circuit of
Figure C is 102. The resistance between A and B is
7. What is the name of the power
supply system that converts do to
6.

-"VVV---

ac?

>-

A

r-

O
B

FIGURE C

6
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the following is true
for a power supply?
A.) A lower percent regulation
is better than a higher percent regulation.
B.) A higher percent regulation
is better than a lower percent regulation.
8. Which of

October 1987
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LAMPS
(TO 600W)

120Vac

9. Which of the following is true
for a power supply?
A.) It is better to have a low
ripple factor.
B.) It is better to have a high
ripple factor.
10. To increase the brightness of
the lamp in the circuit of Figure D,
move the wiper of R
A.) toward point A.
B.) toward point B.
BONUS QUESTION -10 points:
Who was the first person to transmit a coded message by radio
waves?
A.) Morse
B.) Marconi
C.) Tesla
D.) Edison
Answers are on page 40

R

250kS2

WIPER

TRIAL
SC41 B

0.1µF

DIAC
ST -2

FIGURE

D

NEW RUGGEDIZED
SCOPE PROBES
Just a phone call away.

$35

P6103

50 MHz 10x

$58

P6109

150 MHz 10x

Compensation Range

Compensation Range

15 to 35 pF

18 to 22 pF

These new passive voltage probes can be used with any
oscilloscopes having matching compensation ranges.
Screw in tips mean easy repair, no downtime.
To

order call toll free 1-800-426-2200

Oregon, call collect (503) 627-9000.
VISA and MasterCharge accepted.
In
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CEG announces U.S. Skill Olympics winners
Six winners have been chosen in the Electronic Products Servicing
Contest, one of 38 skill contests held during the Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America (VICA) 23rd annual U.S. Skill Olympics. The contest,
sponsored by the Consumer Electronics Group (CEG), tested problem solving, soldering and desoldering skills and knowledge of safety problems.
The six winners, listed below, were awarded free subscriptions to
ES&T magazine.

NARDA and NESDA discuss

joint association

Exploratory discussions on
possible future joint ventures were
held August 13 by members of
NARDA/NASD (the National Association of Retail Dealers of
America and the National Association of Service Dealers) and

NESDA/ISCET (the National
Electronics Sales & Service Dealers Association and the International Society of Certified Electronics Technicians). The four
members who attended the session
were Dorothy Cicchetti, president
of NESDA, Jim Parks, chairman
of ISCET, Kent Crawford, president of NASD, and David
McKalip, secretary of NARDA.
The discussions may eventually
lead to a consolidated international association to serve the
sales and service industry.

The how-to magazine of electronics

EIECTR011ie
advertising and circulation correspondence should be addressed to: P.O. Box
12901, Overland Park, KS 66212-9981 (a suburb
of Kansas City, MO); (913)888-4664.
Home office fax: 913-888-7243; Home office
telex: 42-4156 INTERTEC OLPK
Editorial,

The six winners of the Electronic Products Servicing contest at the U.S. Skill Olympics were, left to right: postsecondary winners Mike King, 3rd place; Henrik Moller,
2nd place; and Dean Johnson, 1st place; and secondary winners Michael Belew, 1st
place; William Lee, 2nd place; and Addy Little, 3rd place.
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ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY is the "how-to"

Cameron Bishop, Group Vice President
Eric Jacobson, Publisher
Greg Garrison, Sales Manager
Stephanie Fagan, Promotions Manager
Kelly Hawthorne, Promotions Coordinator
Dee Unger, Advertising Supervisor
Julie Chilson, Advertising Coordinator

magazine for technicians who service consumer electronics
equipment. This includes service technicians, field service
personnel and avid servicing enthusiasts, who repair and
maintain audio, video, computer and other consumer elec-
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Now electronics technicians can get into VCR Servicing quickly and easily

Learn professional VCR servicing
at home or in your shop

with exclusive videotaped
demonstrations

Today, there are more than 10 million
VCRs in use, with people standing in
line to have them serviced. You can
bring this profitable business into your
shop with NRI professional training in
VCR servicing. This top-level training
supports the industry's claim that
the best technicians today are those
who service VCRs.

Covers Beta and VHS
systems with actual
instruction on
videotape.

Integrated Three -Way
Self-Teaching Program
In one integrated program, NRI
gives you a study guide, 9 instructional
units, 2 hours of video training tapes
accompanied by a 32 -page workbook
that pulls it all together. At home or in
your shop, you'll cover all the basic
concepts of video recording, mechanical and electronic systems analyses,
and the latest troubleshooting techniques. Your workbook and instructional units also contain an abundance of
diagrams, data, and supplementary
material that makes them valuable additions to your servicing library.

The "How -To" Videotape
Your NRI Action Videocassette uses
every modern communications technique to make learning fast and easy.
You'll enjoy expert lectures and see
animation and video graphics that make
every point crystal-clear. You'll follow
the camera eye into the heart of the
VCR as step-by-step servicing techniques are shown. Both electronic and
mechanical troubleshooting are covered
including everything from complete replacement and adjustment of the
recording heads to diagnosing microprocessor control faults.

The Best Professional
Training
This exclusive self -study course has
been developed by the professionals at
NRI. NRI has trained more television
technicians than any other electronics
school! In fact, NRI has consistently
led the way in developing troubleshooting techniques for servicing virtually
every piece of home entertainment
equipment as it appears in the marketplace.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
...15 -Day No -Risk
Examination
Send today for the new NRI SelfStudy Course in VCR Servicing for

Although your course concentrates
on VCRs covering Beta, VHS, and 3/4'
U-Matic commercial VCRs, NRI also
brings you up to speed in other key
areas. You'll get training in capacitance
and optical video disc players, projection TV, and video cameras. All are included to make you the complete video
technician. There's even an optional
final examination for NRI's VCR Professional Certificate.

Special Introductory Offer
This complete VCR training course
with two hour videotape is being
offered for a limited time only, on
orders received from this ad, at our low
introductory price of $179.95. Save
$20 by acting now!
NRI paining For Professionals
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue Washin ton, DC 20016

IGet me started in profitable

.

Plus Training On All The
New Video Systems

Professionals. Examine it for 15 full
days, look over the lessons, sample the
videotape. If you're not fully satisfied
that this is the kind of training you and
your people need to get into the profitable VCR servicing business, return it
for a prompt and full refund, including
postage. Act now, and start adding new
business to your business.

RINRI

VCR servicing. Rush me my
NRI self-study course in VCR Servicing for
Professionals. I understand I may return it for
a full refund within IS days if not completely
satisfied.
VHS

PLEASE SPECIFY TAPE FORMAT DESIRED

M

eä

paining For Professionals

McGraw-Hill Continuing
Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington, DC 2001tí

BETA

Name (please print)
Company
Street

City/State/Zip
Enclosed is my

check

VISA

Charge to

money order for $179.95 (D.C. residents add 6% tax) Make check payable to NRI

MasterCard

Interbank Number
Card Number

Expiration Date

Signature

2633-107

(required for credit card sales)
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est lab

The dissipation factor...
In the last "Report from the Test
Lab" (April 1987) the author evaluated the American Reliance AR 460 -D LCR meter and asked the
question, "What is a dissipation
factor?" He pointed out that the meter being tested measures dissipation factor, but this parameter was
not thoroughly discussed in the material provided with the meter.

an explanation

D. Joseph Frazier, strategic marketing manager for American Reliance, provides the following ex-

planation.

An ideal capacitor or inductor
would store but not dissipate energy - energy out would be equal to
energy in. However, in the real
world capacitors and inductors do
have losses.
The first type of loss in a capacitor is associated with the dielectric material. The dielectric losses
may be represented by a parallel
model expressed as a perfect, loss less capacitor (Cr) in parallel with a
resistor (Rp) that represents the dielectric resistance. (See Figure 1.)
In this model, the dissipation
factor may be expressed as:

D=1/(FxC

xRp)

where F represents the frequency
of the applied voltage, and C, and
Rp represent the values of capacitance and resistance measured at
frequency F.
The second type of loss is associated with the resistance of the
conductors and plates. The resistance losses may be represented
by the series model, which is
represented as a perfect, lossless
capacitor (CS) in series with a
resistor (Rs) that represents the
resistance in the plates and conductors. (See Figure 2.)
In this model, the dissipation
factor may be expressed as:
D = F x Cs x Rs
where F again represents the frequency of the applied voltage, and
10
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and RS represent the values of
capacitance and resistance measured at frequency F.
Because the capacitor's dielectric material is not a perfect insulator, a current will flow between
the two plates. This current is referred to as the leakage current
and causes some of the stored energy to be lost as heat. Also, because the conductors are not perfect, they possess a certain resistance, which also causes heat (IR)
losses during charge and discharge
cycles. Both these losses considered together are the capacitor's
dissipation factor.
It is important to note here that
excessive leakage currents will
cause errors in capacitance measurements. Therefore, it is good
practice to test a capacitor for excessive leakage before attempting
a capacitance measurement.
It may be clearly seen in the
dissipation factor formula that the
dissipation factor is inversely
related to the leakage current.
CS

October 1987
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The inductor's energy loss that
we are concerned with is caused by
the resistance inherent in the wire
forming the inductor. This may be
shown as the inductance LS in series with the resistance Rs. (See

Figure 3.)
However, the resistance of an inductor is rarely specified. Instead,
a quality factor, Q, is commonly
used:
Q = (F x L) / R
where F represents the frequency
of the applied voltage, L is the inductive reactance at frequency F
and R is the resistance. Obviously, Q
is therefore frequency dependent.
During periods of current flow,
the resistance develops heat due to
IR losses. This is the loss defined
by the quality factor, Q.
Q is related to the dissipation
factor by:

D= 1/Q

is easily seen, then, that the
higher the Q (or lower the dissipa-

It

tion factor) the better an inductor's quality is.
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Figure 1. One energy loss that occurs in capacitors is
associated with the dielectric material. The dielectric
losses may be represented by a parallel model expressed
as a perfect, lossless capacitor (Ca) in parallel with a
resistor (Rn) representing the dielectric resistance. Leakage
current caused by the imperfect dielectric material will
cause heat loss and errors in capacitance measurements.
A leakage resistance of 100MQ or more is considered large,
and 1MQ or less will cause excessive leakage current.
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Figure 2. Capacitor energy loss is also caused by the
capacitor's conductors and plates. These losses may be
represented by a series model, with a perfect, lossless
capacitor (Cs) in series with a resistor (Re) representing this
resistance.
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Figure 3. Energy loss in an inductor is primarily caused by
the resistance inherent in the wire forming the inductor.
This loss may be shown as the inductance LS in series with
the resistance Rs.
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Total
remote control

KEYBOARD
MATRIX
AND
INDICATORS

RCA has developed a new unitized chassis system that offers re-

mote control of virtually every picture and sound adjustment, including broadcast stereo sound, alarm
and sleep tuners and on -screen
tuning.
The control system is a pushbutton operated, memory-equipped
digital system with on -screen menus and prompts. The system controls channel and function selection and all video and audio settings, including brightness, sharpness, contrast, color, tint, volume,
balance, bass and treble.
Both the tuning system control
and MTS broadcast stereo circuits
are an integral part of the circuit
board. The tuner assembly is a single in-line package (SIP) circuit
board soldered directly to the chassis circuit board.
The on -screen tuning features
multicolored on -screen displays
that give information about operating status and also serve as visual guides that assist in selecting
and operating the receiver's functions. The tuner can receive 147
nonscrambled cable and standard
12
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broadcast channels. Some models
have an electronic RF switch for
choosing between two antenna
inputs.
To improve serviceability, RCA
kept more than 80% of the circuits
identical or almost identical to
those used in previous RCA unitized chassis. Of the remaining circuits that are different, most are
employed in the MTS audio and
the system control sections.
RCA also eliminated cabinet
screws on the bottom, top and
sides of the cabinet, and simplified
removal of the chassis to two hold-
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down screws and six connectors.
The bench setup for full operation
with a test jig (including speakers)
requires only the connection of the
HV anode, kine drive, yoke and
front -panel assembly. The company included extra -long cables and
wires to eliminate the need for
service extension cables and made
the ac power cord detachable. Finally, the company included an
EIA multiport connector on the
back of the TV for checking composite video/audio without removing the cabinet back.

11'

Photofact
These Photofact folders for TV receivers and other
equipment have been released by Howard W. Sams &
Co. since the last report in ES&T.
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asic VCR.1est
pment packa
rument cart. The cart can b
.of the way, and then rolled up
ch when needed.

Test and alignment procedures for put to the subcarrier output jack
VCRs are sometimes time consum- for the pattern generator. (See
ing because you have to follow a
specific procedure for each model.
Just following the steps takes
time, as does the search for test
points, adjusting points and so on.
And I guess we've all had the experience with an adjustment procedure that just doesn't work. It
might have been a slip in translation or a procedure borrowed from
an earlier model.
This article deals with some
basic ways to do alignment checks;
some are routine, others are not.
The idea is to make things easier,
follow procedures that will apply
to all models and get maximum
help from your test equipment.

Basic setup
The photograph above shows the
basic VCR test equipment package
on an instrument cart that can be
kept out of the way and rolled up
to the bench when needed. The
heart of the setup is a 35MHz,

"TV Camera Test Bench -A Setup

Speed Checks and Adjustments" in the April 1986 issue of
ES&T.)
Just below the scope is a 10MHz
function generator (Leader LFG1310), a very versatile instrument
used in one of the methods described for FM modulator deviation adjustments described later.
The video monitor is a 9 -inch Panasonic black and white with external sync, underscan and pulse
cross. It's ideal for camera work,
but useful for many VCR checks as
to

well.
The pattern generator produces
the standard NTSC color bars in
the form shown in practically all
VCR service manuals split -field

-

bars that conform to EIA standard
RS -189A. This generator produces
other patterns that are extremely

dual -channel, delayed -sweep

scope. The scope, a Leader LBO 324L, has recently been upgraded
to 40MHz bandwidth. A frequency
counter sits atop the scope and is
normally connected to the CH -1
output of the scope. This permits
the CH -1 amplifier in the scope to
act as a counter pre -amp, and cuts
down on the number of test probes
in use. The system remains flexible
- if you want to do a camera
check, you can transfer counter in16
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Figure 1. It's easier to check CH -1 and
CH -2 if you used delayed sweep with

highlighted B time base adjusted to
straddle the head -switching transition.

VCR test

and alignment
procedures
By G. McGinty, CET

useful, such as the window pattern
(used in this article to adjust luminance FM deviation), modulated
staircase and a video sweep, complete with sync blanking and burst.

Video head switching
Many alignment procedures
have been dropped in VCRs
because of improvements in design
and in component tolerances.
Head -switching adjustment remains, however. The reason is that
the timing of mechanical events,
such as when the video heads slam
into tape and when the 60Hz feedback pulse is generated, are determined by mechanical tolerances
and are trimmed electronically.
Head -switching should be checked
every time the heads have been
replaced or even if the machine has
had a few years of service. To set
playback head switching, you need
an alignment cassette. These have

been available from the VCR manufacturers, but some produced by
independent manufacturers such
as Astimagnetics have shown up.
A dual -channel scope is also necessary. Delayed sweep is not a necessity, but it sure makes things
easier.
To do the job you have to search
out one internal signal - the head switching signal, a 30Hz square
wave produced on the servo board. Sometimes it's called head
switching, sometimes FF (flip flop)
or something similar. This signal
does a number of things, such as
turning on the pre -amp for the
head in contact with tape, letting
system control know that the scanner is spinning, etc. It can be found
on a servo board TP but also in the
PB pre -amps and system control.
Find and monitor the head switching square wave with a 10:1
probe on scope CH -2. And trigger

from CH-2-that's essential.

You're monitoring PB video output on CH -1, so video out of the
VCR is connected to the CH -1 input with a BNC tee. Terminate the
tee, if this is the last stop, or route
the cable to the input of the video
monitor and terminate there.
Play back the section of the
alignment cassette recommend&.
for head switching (usually staircase). Check CH -2 for a stable
30Hz square wave and CH -1 for
video amplitude of sufficient
amplitude for observation (2cm).
I use delayed sweep because you
can look at the time span ahead of
the head-switching signal. To do
this, highlight the A trace with A
intensified by B to straddle the
time zone of the next switching
transition (see Figure 1). Here the
scope is triggered by the positive going edge of the switching square
wave (scope slope switch set to + ).

r..r.....,,,..,...

A

B

Figure 2. The head -switching signal added to PB output video makes the correct
switch location easy to see.

Figure 3. A head -switching adjustment
made in the record mode makes the
servo follow the accuracy of the alignment cassette.
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The basic luminance FM processing and deviation range.

scope to ADD and set the H
DISPLAY to show the B time base
(see Figure 2A). Now you see the
sum of both waves, and the
negative excursion of the headswitching signal shows up as an
abrupt step in the video waveform.
The VHS spec calls for the
switch to occur 6.5 H lines ahead
of V sync. The step makes this
very easy to see. V sync is that
wide, negative -going pulse with
five narrow positive -going slots,
the serrations. V blanking starts
three lines earlier and contains six
of the leading, narrow equalizing
pulses.
To the left of V blanking are
three horizontal lines of active
video plus that half line. That's
what the adjustment is made to do.
I try one of the two head -switching
adjustments by trial and error to
find the right one for the switch
excursion I'm looking at. Remember, there are two for standard
play (2 -hour) and another two for
extended play (6 -hour). You alsc
need an EP alignment cassette for

the latter.

Figure 5. FM modulator output for the color -bar signal shows several discrete
periods. (Waveshape is typical.)

The A time base is at 2ms/cm,
and the B time base is at
O.lms/cm, enough to see about 16
horizontal lines that straddle the
switching point. The delay pot on
the scope is set to make the
highlighted B time base straddle
the switching excursion as shown.
To make the adjustment, switch
the VERT MODE switch on the
18
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To look at the switching point
for the other head, simply push the
slope polarity button on the scope
(see Figure 2B). Now the scope is
triggering on the negative head switching excursion and we're
looking at the positive -going step.
This time, adjust the remaining delay pot, again for the switching
step to occur 6.5 lines ahead of V
sync. The waveform looks a little
different this time. Note that half
line of active video before the start
of V blanking. This line denotes
the end of field one and the beginning of field two. (The start of field
one shows a full line of video before V blanking, as shown in A of
the figure.) This time, the adjustment is made for three full lines of
video before that half line that occurs before blanking for a full 6.5
lines before sync. In both cases,
the adjustment is very easy to see,
thanks to the use of delayed sweep
and the use of the ADD mode.
When you complete the PB
head -switching adjustment using
an alignment cassette, you have
made the VCR switch video heads
at precisely the right time, based

A
on track location for the recording
of V sync-a job we expect the
VCR manufacturers to do correctly and under controlled lab conditions. There is more to this adjustment, however. After PB the
record servo is adjusted to lay
down V sync in exactly the same
place, in effect imitating the alignment cassette. The adjustment is
called REC PHASE or something
like it, and is made in the REC
mode with a work cassette. Otherwise, the setup and adjustment is
exactly the same. Figure 3 shows
the record -mode adjustment using
the 5 -step staircase produced by

B

ee

Figure 6. The window signal shown on
with setup reduced to zero.
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the pattern generator.
Luminance modulator
I recently had to replace the IC
chip that processes the input
luminance signal for recording
purposes. I was somewhat frustrated by an alignment procedure
for the FM modulator that just
didn't work, so I began looking for
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Figure 7. This generator permits front -panel adjustment of sync, setup, burst,
luminance and chrominance amplitudes. Setup can be reduced to zero.
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full video excursion from sync tip

to peak white. Figure 4 shows the
deviation range, FM sidebands
and color-under slot for the VHS
system. The picture shows a
drop-off in upper sidebands that
really tells the story of the high
frequency limits of what the playback process does. Farther into
the tape, both upper and lower FM
sidebands are present.
Many schemes are in use for setting the deviation range, that is,
the frequencies at which the FM
modulator works at the signal
limits of sync tip and peak white It
was easy for older VCRs that used
a diode clamp circuit to clamp sync
tip to an adjustable do voltage at
the input to the modulator. Just
remove the signal and the modulator runs at the sync tip frequency.
All you need is a frequency
counter.
However, most systems now use
a keyed clamp. In the absence of input video, the do voltage input to
the FM modulator is just about
meaningless. Thus, the adjustment
procedure must be done with a
normal signal applied. Existing
factory procedures often involve
elaborate substitutions or heterodyne techniques that involve complex in -circuit connections. I looked
for a scheme that requires only
one observation point in the VCR,
the output of the FM modulator or
the input to the Y record amp.

Figure 8. These three waves represent sync -tip frequency (longest period), black
(brightest wave) and peak white (shortest period).

alternatives and, hopefully,
universal ways of doing it. The
following are two simple alternatives to the factory procedure.
Following Y-AGC and the white
and black clip adjustments, the FM
modulator must be set up to cover
the correct deviation range for the
20
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Why not period?
This technique requires a scope
with an accurate time base capable
of measuring the period of the signal in the range of 2OOns to 3OOns
(0.514S/cm with a X10 magnifier
yields 5Ons/cm, just right). The
idea is to measure the period of the
FM wave out of the modulator for
both sync tip and peak white video
levels.
Figure 5 shows the output of the
FM modulator on a typical VHS
VCR when standard color bars are
applied as the input signal. The
scope is synced internally on the
signal being observed with a
5Ons/cm time base. You can see
that FM is taking place because
there are a number of signals with
differing periods one for each

-
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luminance step in the color -bar
waveform as well as steps for
blanking, setup and sync tip: too
many signals of which to make
sense. What's needed is the simplest signal you can devise - one
that has a minimum number of levels and still represents typical video so clamp circuits and others
continue to work normally.
The solution is the window signal. It normally has only four
levels: peak white, sync tip, blanking and setup. The window signal
is a good, simple video signal. The
center half of the picture is white,
the rest black, yielding a 50% average picture level. Figure 6A shows
the 2H waveform for the standard
window signal taken on a waveform monitor. The black level is as
shown at 7.5% (7.5IRE) and peak
white is at 100% (100IRE on the
scale at the left). If you apply this
signal to a VCR, the FM modula-

tor operates at four discrete frequencies.
To make the situation even simpler, that 7.5% setup can be eliminated, leaving only three discrete
frequencies. Figure 6B shows the
window waveform with setup reduced to zero and luminance reset
to bring it back to 100%. Fortunately, this generator permits
these adjustments from the front
panel (see Figure 7). With SETUP
turned fully CCW, it goes to zero
and "black" is the same as the
blanking level (as it was originally
intended to be).
When the modified window signal is applied, the FM modulator
works at only three frequencies:
sync tip, blanking and peak white,
as shown in Figure 8A. The traces
are not equally bright. The modulator operates at the sync tip frequency for the shortest period of
time so its wave is the dimmest.
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Frequency vs. period

A

Frequency

Period
(11f)

Sync tip
3.4MHz
Peak white 4.4MHz

294ns
227ns

In Figure 8A, centering has been
adjusted to put the longest (and
dimmest) wave peak at the second
graticule line from the left with the
peak on the horizontal graticule
line with the minor graduations.
Counting to the next peak of this
longest and dimmest wave, you'll
see 5.8cm.

This multiplied

by

5Ons/cm yields 290ns - close
enough. If you are making adjustments at sync tip frequency, set
your oscilloscope for 5.8 divisions.
Figure 8B shows scope centering reset to look at the shortest
(highest frequency) wave. This
time there are 4.5 divisions for
255ns, close enough to 227, which
will allow adjustment of deviation

B

(usually AGC gain) for a period of
4.5 divisions.

Heterodyne method

Figure 10. Heterodyne waveforms: 10A shows the window waveform, on top, and the
modulator output, on bottom; 10B shows the CW signal, on top, and the modulator

output, on bottom.

The modulator spends most time
at black so its wave is the brightest, but we'll ignore the blanking
period. We are interested in the
lowest frequency (sync tip) with
the longest period and in the highest frequency (peak white) with the
shortest period.
22
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The method I prefer doesn't require the tedium of measuring
period, but the indication takes
some getting used to and is almost
impossible to photograph. The
setup is as shown in Figure 9. The
scope must be triggered externally
from the H DRIVE SCOPE TRIGGER signal provided by the generator, and I'll use the modified window again. The output of the VCR
FM modulator is monitored on
CH -2 of the scope. To start with,
put generator video on CH -1.
Figure 10 shows both waveforms
in the ALT mode. I reset the time
base (out of calibration) so one line
occupies the width of the screen.
Make a mental note of those parts
of the display taken up for sync tip
and peak white. You can also spot
these on the modulator waveform,
because modulator output is
seldom equal at all frequencies.
Next, output of the signal
generator is applied to CH -1 where
you can also accurately monitor
frequency with the frequency
counter connected to CH -1 output.
Scope gains should be set for about
four divisions of the FM modulator

A

Figure 11. Heterodyne waveforms show
zero beat at peak white (11B) and sync
tip (11C). If the generator is set midway
between, as in 11A, you just get a jumble
of signal.

B

signal and two divisions of the
generator signal.
The VERT MODE switch on the
scope is then set to ADD. This will
allow you to see a zero beat between the CW signal from the
generator and the output of the
modulator. Figure 11A shows
what it looks like when the generator is set midway between the correct sync tip and peak white frequencies-just a jumble of signal.
With the generator set to 4.4MHz
and deviation set correctly in the
VCR, a zero beat occurs in that
part of the waveform where you
noted that peak white resides
(refer back to Figure 10).
The zero beat appears when all
the lines in the peak white zone of
the waveform flatten out and
become a bunch of horizontal
parallel lines (see Figure 11B).
This is much easier to see on the

C
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Head protrusion and eccentricity gauge to deter-

mine the
amount of wear
remaining on
the VCR heads;
safe, easy, measures in microns.
HPG-1

z

$479

Spindle height and
elevator latch and alignment gauge to diagnose cassette
binding and edge damage problems.
Finds problems not detected by any
other method.
TSH-V4$395

Tentel manufactures a complete line of gauges fo- U -matie, 1" Type "C", Betacam and other recorders, too. you've suffered the frustration of having a master tape ruined, or if you are responsible for maintaining and repairing VCRs- There's no faster, easier method to
test the various mechanics that make VCRs work properly. Call our technical engineering dept. fordetails-ask about thecombodisc;ount
for all 4 gauges. We've been helping customers for years and want to help you too-your satisfaction is guaranteed.
I

TENTEL CORP

(408) 379-1881
800 538-6894 (Not in CA)

1506 Deli Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
Circle (12) on Reply Card
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Figure 12. This symptom is caused by bad relay contacts in the relay that selects PB output from SP or EP video heads.

scope than it is to photograph
because the patterns change and
move due to drift, and the exposure time dictated by the
camera causes the picture to blur.
Set the generator to 3.4MHz and
set the sync tip adjustment for an
indication of zero beat at the sync
tip area (see Figure 11C). Although this method involves an
indication that is somewhat difficult to recognize, it requires only
one simple connection to the VCR
and makes use of the accuracy of

the frequency counter.
A common problem bonus
The VCR with the modulator
fault had two problems. The second problem is very common and
often intermittent. I had my film
camera set up, so I took the picture of Figure 12. This problem
has nothing to do with test equipment use, but it represents a
symptom that can be recognized
on sight and might save you a lot
of time and trouble. The symptom
looks like mistracking and is often
24
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confused with it. A beat appears in
the picture.
In the standard play mode, the
clue to the problem is that clear
band of picture at the top. This
problem is caused by bad contact
on the relay in the video head circuit that selects the standard -play
or extended-play heads. The relay
does so by shorting out the unused
heads for either mode.
However, bad contacts make
the shorting action ineffective and
both heads pick up signal. What
you see is a beat between the
signal picked up by both SP and
EP heads. The EP heads are
mounted to slam into tape later
than the SP heads, so they don't
contribute anything until the SP
heads have been working for part
of their swipe. Before the EP
heads hit tape, the picture is clear.
The EP picture has an opposite
symptom; the bottom of the picture is clear. The remedy is always
the same-replace the relay. This
is easy on some models, a bear on
others.

M-..-...-..r-..-ä

Matsushit
Services Compan
Panasonic

Video test notes
Leader Instruments is offering a series of appli
cation notes designed to augment available techni
cal information in the application of video tes
equipment. The "Teleproduction Test" notes ex
plain basic concepts and routine test procedure:
and offer shortcuts to complex VCR and vide(
camera alignment procedures.
The first three issues are primers in the use o
the waveform monitor. The fourth issue starts
similar series on the basic aspects of the vector
scope - what it shows and how it is used to evaluat(
color performance and in-phase matching of sever
al video sources.
The fifth and sixth issues will discuss the basic
operation of the vectorscope, showing how checks
are made and how the vectorscope serves to bring
a multicamera system into the proper phase relationship for flawless operation.
Circle (125) on Reply Card

RF design guide
Multiplex Technology is offering an illustrated,
4 -page brochure for installers to use as a guide
when designing RF systems. The guide offers
seven steps that take the installer from setting the
picture quality objective to the final system layout.
A system worksheet is included for the installer to
figure attenuation losses and quantities of components required.
The guide discusses when to use splitters or taps
and covers system losses in various types of cable
and components and at various frequencies. The
guide also give three diagrammed examples of RF
systems using an RF amplifier.

Parts and tool brochure
brochure now available from the distributors and special markets division of Philips ECG.
The fully illustrated brochure contains information on audiotape and VCR test cassettes, tape repair kits and precision adjustment tools for VHS
and Beta VCRs, lubricants and cleaning materials
for audio and video equipment, opto sensing devices, replacement belts and head assemblies for
VCR units.
The replacement parts section lists cross-references by equipment manufacturers' model number
for belt kits and video heads and includes comprehensive cross-reference charts by part numbers,
for individual belts, heads and sensing devices.
18-page

Circle (127) on Reply Card
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Training Materials

Introducing two new additions to our growing
TT -A08 "The Basics of
videotape library;
Compact Disc" and TT -V43 "What is a CCD
VHS Movie".
The TT -A08 is an overview of the complex
Compact Disc audio system, while the TT -V43
describes the Charge -Coupled Device and its
application to color camcorder technology.
These tapes are available for the price of
$32.95 each ($29.95 each plus 10% shipping
and handling) .
To order

these new releases, or to receive a
free catalog listing all of our training materials,
mail the coupon below to:

Matsushita Services Company
ESD/Publications 2B-6
50 Meadowland Parkway
Secaucus, N.J. 07094

Circle (126) on Reply Card

A new line of parts, tools and service aids for audio and videotape equipment is described in an

Tech nics

Please send me the following:

TT -A08 "The Basics of Compact Disc"
TT -V43 "What is a CCD VHS Movie?"
Free Training Materials Catalog
is enclosed.
My check for $
SHIP TO:
Name

Company

Address
State

City

Zip

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. N.J.
residents please add $1.80 N.J. state sales tax.
Circle (13) on Reply Card
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Not too many years ago, static
was simply an irritant around the

Ruling
out
static
Three basic rules of static protection
will protect not only static -sensitive equipment,
but also your reputation
By Dixon Gleeson

This article was adapted from the
article "Ruling Out Static," which
was originally published in the
September 1986 issue of Microservice Management magazine.

Cost of device failure
in the computer industry

Point of

failure detection

Economic cost
Device cost, if not
returned to vendor,
plus test costs.

Device level

Intangible cost
Back orders
Production delays
Investment in surplus
inventory and storage to
cover failed devices.

Board level

$15

Production slowdown
Lower yields
Employee frustration

System level

$150

Late shipments

In the

Disrupted production
schedule

field

$1.500

Loss of customer goodwill

Detrimental effect on

market-present and
future
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house -a zap from the doorknob on
a cold, dry night, a strange force
field in front of the TV screen that
acted like a magnet for dust and
made cleaning difficult, or something that made your hair stand on
end after you combed it.
Then electronics manufacturers
began to realize that static electricity was more than an irritant.
It was causing millions of dollars in
damage to their sensitive parts.
New microminiature devices were
being destroyed or degraded by
voltage levels of static so low that
no one even noticed. Static became
known as the silent killer.
Components that were catastrophically damaged would simply
cease to function and were normally caught by outgoing inspection.
However, the parts that were only
degraded by static, the walking
wounded, usually eluded detection
and made it to the field. Once
there, they often would operate erratically or fail prematurely.
The result was a marked increase in service problems, such as
early field failures, intermittent
and difficult -to-diagnose problems,
more DOA (dead on arrival) boards
and larger spare inventories. Service costs grew dramatically.
Many companies eventually discovered that it's a worthwhile investment for service technicians,
spares storage and handling, and
repair facilities to use the same
static -control processes used in
manufacturing.

The static control solution
If you are going to avoid electrostatic discharge damage, your
organization must operate under
the same three rules for static control recognized throughout the
electronics industry.
Rule 1: Handle static-sensitive
devices only at a static -safeguarded work area.
Gleeson is market development manager of
the Static Control Division of 3M, Austin, TX.

Rule 2: Transport static-sensitive devices only in static -shielding
packages.

Rule 3: Make certain that your
suppliers follow rules 1 and 2.

Inside the servicing facility
First, rule 1 involves protecting
static-sensitive devices at permanently installed work stations,
and requires two steps:
1. Remove static charge from conductors (including people) by
grounding.

2. Neutralize static charge on nonconductors with ionized air.

The static control products commonly used to accomplish these
two tasks are now widely ac-

cepted: static -dissipating table
mats and floor mats, conductive
wrist bands and ground cords for
personnel, and ionized air blowers
for controlling static on the nonconductors in the area (polystyrene coffee cups, vinyl work -order
holders and cellophane cigarette
wrappers). Such a system is quite
effective if installed properly,
audited regularly and explained
accurately to the users.
Rule 2 is also fairly simple. While
sensitive electronics are being
handled by a properly grounded
worker at a work station that is
safeguarded as outlined above,
they are protected from static

damage. However, whenever
those parts must be removed from
that work station and might be
handled by ungrounded personnel,
they should first be put into some
type of static-shielding package. A
static -shielding package is defined
as one that protects its contents
from all three potential static
problems: triboelectric charges
(charges generated by friction),
electrostatic discharge (current)
and electrostatic fields (voltage).
Many types of packaging on the
market today claim to be static protective. However, it is impor-

tant that you not confuse static -

protective with static-shielding.
Not all such packages protect
against all three static threats.
Let's take a moment to examine
why this is so important.
Triboelectric charges. Any time
two surfaces come into contact
and then separate, one surface will
gain electrons and the other will
give them up, so that both surfaces
become charged. Such frictional
charging is termed triboelectric.
Because components naturally
shift around inside a package during handling and transport, it is
important that the material used
as the inner layer of the container
prevents triboelectric charging
caused by this movement.

Electrostatic discharge. A true
static-shielding package will also
prevent the penetration of a static
discharge or spark. Because such a
discharge is really a tiny arc of
electric current from one charged
object to another or to ground, it
can be blocked by including an adequate dielectric or insulating layer
in the protective package.

Electrostatic fields. The majority of electronic devices used today
are field -sensitive. That is, they
operate by virtue of changes in
voltage. As such, they are also sensitive to damage from electrostatic
fields. Therefore, a true static shielding package must not allow
the penetration of such fields. This
requires that the package include a
highly conductive layer that can
act as a Faraday Cage around the
contents.
An important point to remember
about static -protective packaging:
Many bag manufacturers produce
what they call a transparent antistatic bag, usually tinted pink or
blue. Although such bags do have a
low level of surface conductivity
because of a chemical additive that
draws moisture from the air to the
bag's surface, they are not nearly
conductive enough to offer shielding against electrostatic fields. In

fact, when the air is dry and the
potential for static generation is
the highest, such antistatic bags
are at their weakest.
To reiterate rule 2: Any time a
sensitive component or assembly
must be removed from a static safeguarded work area, it should
first be packaged in a staticshielding container, and should not
be removed from that container by
anyone who is not properly
grounded or at another protected
work station.
Rule 3 is easy to understand and
applies equally to a manufacturing
or a service situation. Make sure
your suppliers of sensitive devices
follow rules one and two. You
should not have to inherit the
liability for damaged or degraded
parts from vendors.
Even though static control is important in the plant and has been
shown to provide tremendous
returns on the manufacturer's investment, it is more critical and
cost-effective in the field.

In the field service environment
As mentioned at the beginning
of this article, there are two types
of damage caused by static: complete destruction and degradation.
Catastrophic failures, although expensive, can be detected before the
parts leave the plant. However,
degraded or weakened devices can
make it past quality control and
usually find their way into customers' hands before they fail.
Then this costly and troublesome
problem falls to the techniciar..
Computer industry estimates indicate that correcting a static caused defect in an individual component costs a company only the
value of that part if the defect is
noticed at the device level. However, if the defect is not discovered
until after the device has been
mounted on a PC board, that cost
rises to about $15 because of
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quality-control time, extra handling and rework.
If the faulty part is not found until after it has become part of
finished assembly, the cost is then
estimated to be about $150. If it
doesn't show up until the component is in the customer's hands and
then results in a service call, the
total cost for the company averages about $1,500. (See the table
on page 26.)
Because it is estimated that
about 90% of all static damage
results in weakened devices and latent failures rather than immediate, catastrophic failures, it is obvious that most damaged devices
will fall into this last, most expensive category.
It is absolutely essential that
static control be brought into the
field. It really is a similar process

to that described for the plant.
Rule 1: Field service technicians'
work sites are never permanent,
because the technicians must move
about. However, it is still possible to
have a properly static -safeguarded
work station anywhere. Technicians should carry in their tool kit
a portable, static -dissipative field
service kit.
These kits consist of a lightweight, foldable mat of static dissipating material, a wrist band
for the technician to wear and
grounding cords and clips to connect both components together
and to ground. The foldable kit fits
into a standard tool case or pouch,
and should be the first item removed on a service call.
The mat is unfolded and connected to ground by the cord provided.
The wrist band is slipped on and

Physical and static protection for
valuable circuit boards.
Put tough protection around your expensive circuits during transit and storage with economical "Fortress" cases from
Atrix. These double-wall units guard against static, RF and
EMI, as well as mechanical stress.

-

Rugged layered construction
ABS plastic
over aluminum
Sizes to suit various circuit boards
24
models from 12 x 14 to 18 x 24 inches, all
8 -inches wide, custom sizes also available
Supplied with static dissipative Z -fold foam
packing and tie -down straps
Flush handle, sealable latches, stackable in
any combination of sizes, with case -to -case

-

grounding
Call the Affix Easy-Order 800 Number
for fast service.

ATR X, N C 14221
I

[612) 894-61 54

I

1-800-222-6154

Ewing Avenue South Burnsville. MN

FAX (6121894-6256

Telex 9

1

024001 39
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also connected to ground. The mat
offers a static -free area you can lay
sensitive parts on, and the wrist
band and cord prevent charges
from building up on the technician's body. (It should be noted

here that the technician's practice
of touching the equipment frame
occasionally to drain static from
the body is not an adequate procedure. As soon as the frame is let
go, body movements are enough to
build up additional new charges
that can damage components.)
Aside from the portability, the
only way this field work site now
differs from a permanent static safeguarded work station in a
plant is that it does not include an
ionized air blower to neutralize the
static charge on nonconductors.
Because it would be impractical to
carry the type of ionizer used to -

TRI
THE REST
E
NOW TRY

YOIU'1/E

TOP

BEST !

Static -dissipative service kits provide a
static -safeguarded work area for a service technician on site.

day to each job site, it is doubly important for the technician to remember to keep such things as
nylon windbreakers, common plastics and vinyl work-order folders
from the sensitive components.
Rule 2: All sensitive spare parts
being stored or handled by service
technicians in the field should
already have been packaged in
static -shielding bags or containers.
If they were properly static protected during manufacture and
have been stored in static shielding packaging since they left
assembly, then DOA rates should
be minimal.
It is then the technicians' responsibility to make sure they wear a
grounded wrist strap before unpacking the spare. The final important step is to repackage the faulty
board in a static-shielding container so that it will suffer no additional damage during the return
trip to be repaired.
Rule 3: Every service organization should insist that its suppliers
adhere to rules one and two.

THE MOST COMPLETE ONE S
CATALOG IN THE INDUST DRASTIC DISCOUNT ON NAME B
QUALY
YOUPRODUCTS & SER
CAN COUNT ON
150 MHz
100 MHz
70 MHz

OP
V

ANDS
ICE

KENWOOD
60 MHz
40 MHz
20 MHz

STORAGE SCOPES!
Industrial Quality Power Supplies
idKPRFCISION

20 MHz DUAL TRACE
MODEL 2120
Reg. $470.00
OUR
PRICE $395.00
Includes Probes
TV V & TV H
Single or Dual Trace Operation
NOTE
WE STOCK ENTIRE LINES OF
KENWOOD, B&K, BECKMANJ VIZ,
HITACHI & FLUKE TEST EQUIPMENT
CALL US TOLL FREE FOR
DISCOUNT PRICES

CABLE CONVERTERS
MODEL MR -702

l'--

72 Ch Wireless
Remote Control

$73.99 ea.
10 -up $69.99 ea.

BOGEN

Static control products
Quite a few products are uniquely adapted to fulfill the static control needs of servicing technicians.
Some of these are general products that also have wide application in manufacturing, but others
have been developed specifically
for field service.
Rule I products: The basic rule 1
product has already been de-

P.A. AMPLIFIER

CALL FOR YOUR DISCOUNT
PRICES ON ALL BOGEN
AMPLIFIERS & INTERCOMS
IN STOCK

ALSO STOCKED
Antennas
Antenna Amps & Preamps
Video Accessories
VCR Tires
VCR Belts
VCR Rollers & Idlers
VCR Heads
VCR Tools
Tubes

scribed - the portable, static -

Some static-shielding bags provide total
protection against static charges and
also offer greater security for the contents with a new single-track closure

mechanism.

dissipative kit, consisting of a
static -free work surface, a conductive wrist band and a ground cord
system to connect the components
together to ground.
Rule 2 products: The most common static -shielding container,
even in field service, is the
transparent static -shielding bag.
(This transparency is, of course, an
important feature for field service,
because it allows a technician to
verify the contents of the package
without opening it up and exposing them to static.)

Semiconductors
Flybacks
Tripiers
Tools
Soldering Equip.
Background Sound
Speakers

Intercoms

CALL TOLL FREE
FOR OUR NEW
1988 CATALOG

f3 Qßß34ß012030 0123.
(am
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Chemicals

CJ

P.. 80X 528
805 ALBANY AVENUE
LINDENHURST, NEW YO - K 11757

800-645-5833
516-226-2700

Ask

Catal

or Free
g

PHONE ORDERS WELC ME
VISA, MC & COD's ACCE ED
ADD 5% Shipping ($10 Max mum)
Circle (14) on Reply Ca
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f containers
Conducthie.

A

However, packaging has actualgotten quite a bit more
sophisticated in the past few
years.
The standard static -shielding
bag has been modified to include a
layer of cushioning antistatic bubblepack, thus affording the contents physical protection as well as
ly

static protection.
A recloseable feature is also now
available to keep the bags more
securely closed and to keep the
components cleaner.
A static -shielding bubblepack
material has been introduced that
can be used to wrap oddly shaped
components. It also offers both
physical and static protection.
Although static control can save
time and money, it can also save
something even more important a reputation as a quality service
organization.

typical static -protected work station includes mats, wrist straps and an ionized air

blower.

Increase Your Servicing Potential
... by subscribing to our

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

VCR and CAMERA SERVICE LITERATURE
VHS Head Cleaning Cassette
With it, you will be
able to repair any
covered Magnavox,
Sylvania, or Philco
VCR or Causera.
L

These annual subscriptions feature all

product releases for
each year and are convenient, clear and concise. Our manuals
are sonne of the best in the industry! Included are:
Product Summaries
Block Diagrams
Adjustment Procedures
Schematic Diagrams
Printed Circuit Board Diagrams
In addition, you will receive supplements as new product
versions are added, giving you up-to-date servicing iuforutation. You will also receive Video Systems Bulletins covering
current, ''hot'' information and special servicing tips.
VCR Annual Product
Releases For:
1451
1,,-,
19,,-,
111'1;

198;
1988

Camera Annual Product
Releases For:
Price:

Price:
S;(l ell

1985
1986
1987
1988

S60.00
570 00
1110V

Payment is required with order (U

any VHS Video Recorder or
Player

* High Quality Dry Cleaning
* Thoroughly Cleans Heads
in 15 Seconds

*

Cleans up to 100 Times

S

$25.00
$25.00
$30.0))
Subscribe now

Funds) You may use VISA or MasterCard

To place your subscription order, or for more information, call:
615/475-0400 or write: N.A.P. Consumer Electronics Corp.,

Product Services, Literature Order Dept., P.O. Box
Old Andrew Johnson Hwy., Jefferson City, TN 37760

555,

Remittance Enclosed for
Tape(s) at $12.95 each.
Send information on other Philips Universal Accessories
Sub Total $

Name

Tax $

Address

8

spate

a.m.-5 p.m. Phone s

Electronic Servicing & Technology

(

Ship. & Hdl.

$

Total Amt.

$

3.00

up

I

VISA, MasterCard, American Express or C.O.D.:
Call Toll -Free 1-800-255-5122 (In Tenn. 1-800-824-2567)

Check or Money Order, (No Cash Accepted) Mail Form to:
N.A.P. Consumer Electronics Corp., Accessories Marketing Dept.,
P.O. Box 1597, Greeneville, Tenn. 37744-1597
Pnr. rs sublecl :0 change wrthoul notice Avarlaprhly subject to change al hire of
,_1s.
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SBC103AC01

Video Cleaning
Cassette for VHS

s.ny

560.011

Subscribe

* Compatible with all VHS type VCR's
* Maintains Peak Performance for
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Before encapsulating an electronic device or component, two
important decisions must be made:
which material and which method

Understanding Electricity and
Electronics Principles; Understanding Electricity and Electronics Circuits; revised by David L. Heiserman; Howard W.
Sams & Company, 256 pages and
328 pages respectively, $14.95
each.
These two books cover some basic areas of electronics principles
and circuits. "Understanding Electricity and Electronics Principles"
discusses basic principles, using
ample illustrations and highlighting important concepts. Summaries
and self-quizzes help the reader see
what he's learned. "Understanding
Electricity and Electronics Circuits" covers the building blocks
for all electronic equipment, from
basic electrical principles to the
control of electricity by using
transformers. Principles and applications are presented at an easy to -learn pace.

to use. The solid advice of a
materials chemist, someone who
can clarify the trade-offs in any encapsulation choice, is needed at
this point. Anyone responsible for
selecting the material and means
to protect any electronic device
will find that this book progresses

Published by Marcel Dekker, Inc., 270 Madison Ave.,
New York, NMY 10016; 212-696-9000.

OE

SAVE and SAVE again
on all your OK Electronics
products from Joseph Electronics
Buy any OK Test Instrument featured in this ad at a super saving price and receive a Joseph
Electronics coupon entitling you to a 10% discount on ALL your OK product needs
purchased from us for the rest of 1987! Choose from an array of Solder and Desoldering
equipment, Wire Wrapping, PC Boards and accessories, I.C. and component handling tools,
production aids, wire wrapping equipment, hand tools, wire and cable, enclosures, fans,
racks and of course, Electronic Test Equipment and Test Probes.

HURRY! QUANTITIES LIMITED AT SALE PRICES

Published by Howard W. Sams, 4300 W. 62nd
St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; 317-298-5400.

COUNTERS

Model
510
512
515

ABCs of Electronics, 4th Edition; by Farl Jacob Waters; Howard W. Sams & Company, 200
pages, $12.95.
This completely revised tutorial
on the fundamentals of electronics
includes a new chapter on computer basics. The book provides a
quick introduction to such electronics concepts as atoms, electrons and magnetic forces, along
with basic electronic components
and their applications. Other topics covered include impedance,
electron tubes, solid-state physics,
transistors, integrated and digital
circuits, basic amplifier circuits,
operational amplifiers and radio
frequency production.

Description
200 MHz Bench
200 MHz Hand -Held
600 MHz Bench

Reg.

Model
202
203
204
205
206
207

Description
200 kHz Function
2 MHz Function
5 MHz Pulse
5 MHz Function
5 MHz Sweep/Function
5 MHz Pulse/Function

239.00
289.00
299.00
555.00
995.00
995.00

Special
215.00
259.00
269.00
449.00
895.00
895.00

Reg.

Special

Reg.

OSCILLOSCOPE

Model
1010

DMM's
Model
601

603
604

Description
10 MHz Mini Scope

Description
3.5 Digit LCD .1% Acc.
3.5 Digit LED .25% Acc.
3.5 Digit LCD .25%Acc.

Special

385.00 339.00
149.00 129.00
365.00 319.00

GENERATORS

Published by Howard W. Sams, 4300 W. 62nd
St., Indianapolis, IN 46268; 317-298-5400.

Encapsulation of Electronic
Devices and Components
(Electrical Engineering and
Electronics Series, Volume 36),
by Edward R. Salmon; Marcel
Dekker, 240 pages, $59.75 (U.S.
and Canada), $71.50 (all other
countries) hardbound.

logically through the various
classes of materials, providing
descriptions, advantages and
limitations, application methods
for each material, and lists of
names and addresses of suppliers.
To avoid communication problems,
basic definitions, terms and symbols, and guidelines used throughout the industry are included.

395.00 349.00

Reg.

Special

225.00 199.00
195.00 169.00
215.00 189.00

CALL: 1-800-323-5925
(in Illinois 312-297-4200)

133

Visa Mastercard Discover Phone
orders welcomed. Order handling charges
Value: $0-999 $1000-2499 $2500 -up
$20.00
Add: $10.00
$15.00
Open account to rated companies.
Illinois residents add 7% tax.
8830 N. MILWAUKEE, NILES, IL 60648, DEPT. F
Circle (15) on Reply Card
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ANSWERS
to the QUIZ

1. A.) They are Marconi quarter wave antennas.
2. A.) Moving the turns closer together increases the inductance.
The equation for resonant frequen-

cy is

f-

1

2ar

Making L larger lowers the value
of f.
3. C.) A discriminator is used to
sense any shift in the carrier frequency. In the I-F stage of an AM
receiver, the carrier is usually at
455kHz. It is assumed that a shift
in the carrier frequency must be
due to a drift in the oscillator frequency.
4. D.) Five flip flops can make 32
counts. Zero is one of the counts,
so the highest number counted is

LEGEND
R

R44

43.75
57.142857

7p
80
90
100
110
120
130
-(5-

75
100
137.5
200
325

31.

300

If RL increases, the resistance of the parallel branch also increases. Because the voltage is
constant, the corresponding increase in circuit resistance causes
a decrease in circuit current and a
corresponding decrease in the current through RL. To get the current through RL back up to 0.5A,
you have to increase the resistance
of R2 more than RL increased. That
raises the resistance of the parallel
branch so that the voltage across
that branch is sufficient to get
0.5A through RL. The graph in
Figure E shows values of R2 for
corresponding values of RL. It is
based upon the equation
5. B.)

2
_
o
Z
w
U

Z

LC

200

tn
w
cr

tr
100

Zt

R2 =

I

70

90

80
RL

100

110

120

130

RESISTANCE (IN OHMS)

25RL

75-0.5RL

which, in turn, assumes that V,
IL are constant.
6. 1012. The circuit in

R1

and
Figure

40

Figure C is
another example of a balanced
Wheatstone bridge. (You'll have to
redraw the circuit to see that.) No
current flows through the center
leg, so it can be removed. That
leaves the circuit shown in Figure

E
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where Irm, is the effective voltage
of the output voltage and Idr is the
average value of the output voltage. For a perfect power supply,
where Irm, = Lk, the ripple factor is
zero.
10. A.) With the wiper of the variable resistor at A, there is no
phase difference between the volt% regulation =
age across the triac and the input
( no load V - full load V) 100
gate voltage. The triac will start
full load V
conducting at the start of each half
cycle, and the brightness of the
In a perfect (ideal) supply the no lamp will be maximum.
load and full load voltages would ANSWER TO BONUS
be equal, and there would be zero QUESTION:
percent regulation.
D.) Thomas Edison was really the
first. I know this will be hard to
take if you are a Tesla fan, but it's
9. A.) Ripple factor JIrms - 1
true!

F and a resistance of 109.
7. Inverter. Do not confuse this
power supply circuit with a converter, a circuit that converts one
value of dc to a higher value of dc.
8. A.) The equation for percent
regulation is:

Get

h

VCR Maintenance and Repair
on Video Tape
There is no other tape like ours on
the market. This VHS tape is loaded
with one hour and forty-seven minutes
of expert information. This new tape
takes you step-by-step through four different VCRs and shows you the
similarities and differences of each.
The only hand tool required is a
Phillips head screwdriver. That's right!
There is no test equipment or special
tools required. Also, you need no
special schooling to perform the simple tasks on our video.
Save time and money
After viewing this program you will
be able to do the most common repair
jobs on all VCRs. To save time and
money on your VCR repairs order your
own VHS VCR tape NOW! Simply call:
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Measuring
tape tension and
torque in VCRs
By

Wayne Graham

VCRs are complex devices from
an electronics standpoint, but they
also contain complex mechanical
systems for driving the tape. It is
these mechanical systems that
cause the majority of VCR failures. Proper diagnosis of problems
with VCR mechanical components
such as clutches, brakes, belts,
pinch rollers, solenoids and motors
requires a good comprehension of
the terms torque and tension.
Many service technicians treat
these terms almost equally, but in
fact they are quite different,
although they are related.
Tension
Tension is simply the pull force
exerted and is expressed in units
of grams, ounces, pounds or, for
the really scientific, newtons. The
few purists and Ph.D.s among us
are concerned with the terms
grams of force vs. grams of mass,
or pounds of force vs. pounds of
mass. Suffice it to say that here on
earth, the rest of us can merely use
the terms grams or ounces and
we'll all know what we mean. (The
purists will be the ones talking
about newtons.) Useful conversion
factors are:
28.35 grams = 1 ounce
16 ounces = 1 pound
453 grams = 1 pound
1,000 grams = 1 kilogram
and to allow us to communicate
with the purists:
102 grams = 1 newton
It is easy to simulate tensionjust hang a weight on a string or
Graham is general manager of Tentel, Campbell, CA.
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piece of magnetic tape and the
value of the weight equals the
amount of tension in the string or
tape. (See Figure 1.)

Torque
Torque is a little more complex
than tension. Torque is a rotational force; it is the result of a
force (tension) acting at a point
some distance from a center of
rotation. (See Figure 2.) Torque is
therefore a computed value.
Torque is equal to the tension
multiplied by the perpendicular
distance between the axis of rotation and the applied force (for tape
transports this is equal to the
radius of the tape pack):
torque

=

tension x radius

Torque is a function of both the
force applied and the distance to
this force, so the units of torque
are:
g -cm (gram -centimeters),
in -oz (inch -ounces), and
ft -lb (foot-pounds).

Other convenient conversion
factors are:
72g -cm = lin -oz,
192in-oz = lft-lb,
1152g -cm = lin -lb.

Relating this to a VCR, the
torque (in gram -centimeters) exerted by a reel is equal to the tape
tension (in grams) multiplied by
the radius of the tape reel (in centimeters). Remember that the
radius equals the diameter divided
by two.
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Torque = tension x radius
Radius = diameter _ 2
2.54cm = lin

Measuring tension and torque
Let's compare some of the common methods used for measuring
torques and tensions in VCRs:
1. The hope -and -pray method
2. The tension cassette
2. The spring (fish) scale
4. The Tentelometer tension
gauge
5. The dial -torque gauge
1.) The hope -and-pray method is
by far the easiest but the least effective. Spray some oil or clean
with a Q -tip and hope and pray it
keeps working-no tools or gauges
required. This method is not
recommended for building a large
base of satisfied customers.
2.) Tension cassettes look like actual tape cassettes but have a
meter built in. They are available
from a number of VCR manufacturers. Although they are configured like a standard cassette,
they are not interchangeable from
one brand of VCR to another.
Because they work by measuring
the torque (tension times radius)
exerted by the holdback reel inside
the cassette, as the tape guidance
system between the cassette and
video head changes, different
torques are required for providing
the proper tape tension going into
the scanning video heads.
Keep in mind that consistency in
tape tension going into the video
heads is required between VCRs to
maintain interchangeability from
one machine to another. Care must
also be taken to keep tension

cassettes properly calibrated,

because a faulty tension cassette
would cause VCRs with proper
tension to be "corrected" to a faulty tension.
Because service technicians are
usually working on malfunctioning
machines, chances are good that
the tape inside a tension cassette
will become damaged and will require replacement. After tape

replacement, it is recommended
that the readings be checked
against another new tension
cassette to make certain that the
rebuilt gauge is reading correctly.
This procedure would automatically double your tension cassette investment, and tension cassettes
are not available for all brands and
models of VCRs.
DIAMETER

RADIUS

Figure 1. Tension is just the pull force
exerted and can be simulated by hanging a weight from a piece of string. The
tension is the same value as the weight.

CENTER OF
ROTATION
FORCE OR
WEIGHT

TORQUE
Figure 2. Torque is a rotational force, the result of a force acting at a point some
distance from the center of rotation. The value of the torque is the tension multiplied
by the radius.
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3.) Spring scales, sometimes
called fish scales because they are
similar to the scales used to weigh
fish, can be used to pull on tape.
For measuring supply holdback
tension, a reel (obtained by taking apart a cassette) is placed onto
the supply spindle, the tape is
threaded out into the machine,
simulating the tape path during
PLAY, and the back tension is
determined by measuring the tension exerted on the tape by the
holdback torque of the supply reel.
It is usually necessary to remove
at least one side of the VCR to gain
access to the tape so that you can
connect the spring scale to the
tape's end. The tape and spring
scale must be pulled smoothly and
at the approximate tape speed that
the tape would encounter during
normal play. The various sensors
on the machine would have to be
"fooled" to allow the VCR to go into
the play mode or into other modes
where torques or tensions need to
be measured.
4.) The Tentelometer tape tension gauge consists of three tiny
probes that protrude from one side
of a small case. The case contains a
meter scale and pointer that provides readings in grams and
ounces of tension. The gauge provides a method of measuring the
supply holdback tension by sliding
the probes of the gauge over the
tape while the VCR is moving the
tape. VCRs can move tape smoothly and at the correct speed quite
easily, so these variables are
removed from the measurement.
Calibration can easily be checked
in the field, allowing service technicians to be confident of their
readings. Because the tension
measurement is made out in the
tape path next to the inlet idler (on
a VHS), the correct specification is
the same on all VHS recorders.
Measuring a specification of ± 30g
(25g to 35g) will assure proper
back tension for skewing interchange.
The device can also be used for
checking the functioning of the
holdback tension servo. By comparing the holdback tension on a
44
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that of a nearly
empty reel, the device tells you
that the servo requires adjustment
if the readings change by more
than five grams. The Tentelometer
is referenced in many of the factory service manuals, including
Panasonic, GE, Gold Star and
Hitachi, but will work on any
brand of VCR.
5.) The dial torque gauge is an
excellent, fast method of determining the torques (usually in
gram -centimeters) exerted by both
the supply spindle and the take-up
spindle during the various modes
of the VCR. These desired torques
are specified in both the clockwise
and counter-clockwise direction
for fast -forward, rewind and stop
modes.
Torques are also associated with
take-up during play as well as between modes such as "play to stop"
and "stop to play." In all, there are
approximately eleven torques that
could contribute to tape damage or
an inoperable VCR and should be
checked with a dial torque gauge.
Dial torque gauges are available
from the individual VCR manufacturers and from independent suppliers. All units measure directly
in gram -centimeters.
No matter how you do it, there
are mechanical measurements that
should be made when servicing a
VCR. Problems with supply back tension can cause tape damage or
full supply reel to

hooking

(flagging)

tape -

interchange problems. Problems
with fast forward or rewind can
cause slow FF or REW times, tape
cinching (tight pack), edge damage
and subsequent tape destruction.
Problems with various take-up
torques can cause tape destruction
because the tape is not drawn back
into the cassette and is crinkled in
the cassette door when the tape is
ejected.
With the proliferation of low
cost VCRs, it is imperative that
the service technician choose a
fast, reliable, repeatable, field
verifiable method of performing
the various mechanical tests. To
do otherwise is to invite problems
and complaints.

Melt

Unusual waveform/

function generator
circuits
By Joseph J. Carr, MSEE, CET

V

Tz

VdT = (V.

Many different types of electronic
equipment use internal circuits
that generate waveforms. Most
readers are familiar with ordinary
sine wave and square wave generator circuits, so in this article we
are going to deal with sine/cosine
generators, sawtooth generators
and pulse generators. Because
these circuits are based on an electronic circuit called an integrator,
let's look first at the elementary
Miller integrator circuit.

AV

v
d

v,

T

0

T,

Figure 1A

Integrators

ciples. Keep in mind one fact: The
integral of a curve (the result of in-

tegration) is the area under the
curve.
Consider Figure 1A. In this case,
a do voltage is turned on at time T1
and turned off at time T2. Between
T1 and T2 the voltage remains constant at V1. The mathematical
"curve" represented by voltage V
is simple because V = V1 at all
times. The integral of this curve is
the area under the curve, which
for this simple case is merely the
product of the base and height of
the rectangle: V1 x (T2 - T1). If the
signal of Figure lA is applied to an
integrator, the output of the integrator will initially be zero and
will rise at a constant rate from Ti
until T2i reaching a value dependent upon the values of V1 and
(T2

- T1).

Figure 1B shows a practical example from medical electronics.

x (T2- T,)

aV=dV=O

T,

Integration is a mathematical
process used frequently in electronic instrumentation circuits.
Although the details of integration
are from calculus and are thus
beyond the scope of this article,
you need to know a few details
about integration on at least a
descriptive level. Figure 1
demonstrates some of these prin-

- 0)

SYSTOLIC
120

80

P

P,

DIASTOLIC

MEAN ARTERIAL PRESSURE
= AVERAGE PRESSURE
T,

PdT
T,

o

T,

T

TIME

Figure 18

Figure 1. The integral of a curve that's described by a mathematical formula is equal
to (for the simple curve in 1A) the product of its base times the height. A practical use
of integration is in medical electronics. Figure 18 shows how mean arterial pressure
is calculated by integrating instantaneous arterial pressure over one cardiac cycle.
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Arterial blood pressure monitors
represent blood pressure with a
voltage. In modern devices, the
voltage analog of pressure is usually 10 millivolts per millimeter of
mercury (10mV/mmHg) of pressure. Thus, for the case shown, a
systolic pressure of 120mmHg is
represented by 1,200mV, while the
80mmHg diastolic pressure is
represented by 800mV.
Doctors, especially in intensive
care units, sometimes want the
mean arterial pressure (MAP). The
MAP is the time average of the
blood pressure waveform (P) over
one cardiac cycle (that is, between
two beats of the heart, as represented by points T1 and T2). If we
apply the pressure voltage waveform to an integrator, the output
of the integrator will be the MAP.
The simplest form of integrator
is the resistor capacitor (RC) network shown in Figure 2. In this
circuit, the output voltage changes
as the charge caused by Il accumulates in the capacitor. The
rate of increase in Vo is dependent
on the input voltage and the values
of R and C. If you recognize the
circuit as a low-pass filter (LPF),
or as a part of a vertical integrator
from TV sets, you are correct. The
integrator also functions as an
LPF with a roll -off of - 6dB/
octave above the - 3dB knee frequency (1/6.28 RC).

o

'wvN,

Figure 3. A Miller integrator is basically an op -amp inverting follower with the feedback resistor (R2) replaced with a capacitor.

The electronic Miller integrator
circuit is shown in Figure 3. The
active element is an operational
amplifier that has a capacitor in
the feedback network. This circuit
basically is the inverting follower
with the feedback resistor (R2)
replaced by a capacitor. The gain
of this circuit is - 1/RC. Keep in
mind that with small values of R
and C, this gain can be extremely
high, resulting in problems for the
designer. Consider an example:
What is the gain of an inverting integrator in which R = 10k2, and
C = 100pF?

o

R

=
vo

o

o
Figure 2. A simple form of integrator is
the RC circuit, where the charge on the
capacitor is proportional to the total
amount of current that has flowed in the

circuit.

Gain = - 1/RC
-1/(10,0002x[100x10-12F])
=
=

-1/0.000001
-1,000,000

With a gain of 1,000,000, we find

that a small error or dc offset at
the input will result in a very large
error at the output. For example,
suppose we have a 1Vp-p sine
wave that has a 10mV dc offset
(not very much). This dc offset will
be integrated with a gain of
1,000,000 so the 10mV becomes

saturate the output of such an
integrator so fast you'll think it's
shorted. In general, the rule of
thumb is to make the time constant of the RC network long
(about 5 x) relative to the period of
the input signal.
Figure 4 shows some common
electronic signals at the input and
output of an electronic integrator.
In each case, the upper trace is the
input and the lower trace is the
output. For the case of the sine
wave shown in Figure 4A, the output is phase -shifted 90° to become
a cosine wave. Thus, the output is
in quadrature with respect to the
input signal.
The integrator action on square
waves is shown in Figure 4B.
Because the amplitude of a square
wave is constant, the integrator
output will rise at a constant rate
will

until the square wave drops low
again. At that time, the slope of
the output waveform changes and
starts decreasing. Thus, the integrator makes a triangle waveform out of a square wave. Incidentally, this technique is used by
function generators to form
triangle waveforms.

10mV x 1,000,000 = 10,000V.
A

Of course, the output of the op amp is limited to about 10V or
12V, so the output will saturate
quickly. The normal offset of a 741
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practical integrator

Almost all textbooks on linear
integrated circuits or operational
amplifiers, including mine, show
the circuit of Figure 3. However,

Discover How The World's Only
100% Automatic, Dynamic, & Portable
LC Analyzer Gives You Total Confidence
In Your Cap/Coil Testing .. .
Call 1-800-843-3338 Today!
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Figure 4A

N
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LC77 AUTO-ZTM

Automatic Capacitor and Inductor Analyzer
Double Patented
$1,895
Figure 4B
Figure 4. The effect of an integrator is
the same regardless of the input
waveform: The output waveform is proportional to the area under the curve of
the input waveform. The apparent effect,
however, will differ greatly with different
waveforms. In Figure 4A, a sinusoidal
waveform will be phase shifted by 90°,
while in Figure 4B, a square wave will be
turned into a triangular waveform.

with real operational amplifiers it
doesn't work. Unfortunately, some
articles and books don't tell you
what the problem is or how to deal
with it.
The principal problem in practical integrators is that the do offset voltage normally present at the
output of real operational ampli fers will charge capacitor C1, and
thereby soon saturate the op -amp.
The output voltage will start rising
immediately after turn -on, and
soon it will be off the scale. If you
have a signal applied to V,n, the
output will show that signal with a

constantly increasing do offset
potential.
One tactic used to cancel the effects of offset is to use an opera -

IEEE

- 488

The first cap/coil analyzer guaranteed to reliably test anywhere, without
calculations, look -up tables, or error 100% automatically so you're confident
of your accuracy.

-

Do you want to eliminate doubt from your cap/coil testing? The LC77 AUTO -Z
tests all key parameters with results anyone can understand. Automatic
good/bad results eliminate the guesswork for error -free analysis. Touch sensitive keypad and one -two -three setup makes your AUTO-Z the easiest and
fastest LC analyzer on the market.

Are you frustrated trying to test the new high-tech caps/coils used in modern
electronics? Only the LC77 AUTO -Z allows you to test them all. Test capacitors from 1 pf to 20 farads, with leakage tests to 1000 V and ESR to 2000
ohms for locating failures other testers miss. Inductor value from 1 uh to 20 H
and a patented ringing test for dependable, error -free coil testing every time.
Do you need the freedom of a battery -operated portable LC meter? The LC77
is 100% battery portable for use in the field or factory. The full power and
potential of the LC77 AUTO -Z is packed into a light -weight, portable package.
The AUTO -Z puts the complicated electronics on the inside for ease of
operation on the outside.

Do you want maximum efficiency with a bus compatible LC testing system?
Your LC77 AUTO -Z is IEEE 488 compatible for automated cap/coil analysis
for data collection, incoming inspection, and quality assurance tests.

Be satisfied that you can meet all the challenges new technology brings. Call
WATS Free 1-800-843-3338 today and tell your Area Sales Engineer you want
to "try before you buy" with Sencore's exclusive 10 Day Self Demo.
AUTO -Z is a trademark of Sencore, Inc.
WATS Free 1-800-843-3338
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S,

R,»>R,
V

o

-

=

good selection (see Figure 5).
Devices of the 741 family, however, are practically useless for integrator service.
Another tactic is to connect a

VAT

R,C,

resistor across the integrator

c,

R,

capacitor to keep the do from
building up. This tactic is especially useful for integrators that see

periodic input signals. The rule of
thumb is to make the shunt resistor (R2) much larger than R1. In
the test case, I used a 470k12 input
resistor and an 18Mo shunt resistor, which worked quite nicely.
Finally, you may also have to use
an offset null potentiometer in
some circuits. In my test case,

A.

A

ti ',

with 400Hz sine, square and

R,

v, a

V

triangle wave input signals, the

V.

R,

potentiometer was not needed.

OFFSET
NULL

Other cases, however, may require
a counter offset provided by R3.
Although the values of the

Figure 5. This drawing shows two ways to construct a practical Miller integrator. One
is to connect a resistor across the integrator capacitor in order to keep the dc from
building up. (R2 must be much larger than R1.) Or, as shown by the arrow marked A
and described in the text, you can use an offset null potentiometer.

resistors in this network are

tional amplifier that has a very low
offset potential and no input bias
current (or very little). For lowcost applications, the CA -3140
BiMOS op -amp (which uses
MOSFET input transistors) is a

dependent upon the application,
most of the time a 5k12 value for R3
and 10k2 and 27k21 values for R4
and R5 will suffice. Make R6 equal
to R1 for starters -it can be increased or decreased as needed
after the circuit is tested.
To adjust the potentiometer,
short the input of the integrator
(making Vin = 0). Adjust R3 for a

R. = R,

T

=

V-

2V R,C.
V

-

R,

R,

V+

SPAN

V-

c,

A

V,
R,

A,

R,

D,

D,

R,

Figure
48

6.

This circuit will produce the classic sawtooth waveform.
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Analyze defective waveforms
faster, more accurately, and
more confidently every time
or your money back

-

potential of OV at point A. Momentarily close Si to force the output
voltage to zero. If the output
voltage rises to either positive or
negative values after Si is opened,
adjust R3 to cause the rate of increase to slow down to zero. Again
close Si and see if the output
voltage changes. Repeat the procedure until the output voltage remains at zero following every closing of Si.
In normal operation, switch Si is
used to reset the integrator after it
performs an operation. It is used
in some instruments where a value
is calculated, but it only occasionally is needed in cases where
an integrator sees a periodic signal
with no dc offset component.
A sawtooth

generator circuit

Figure 6 was derived from a circuit given in a classic op -amp book.
The ramp generator circuit is the
integrator formed with Ai, C1 and
R3 (being driven by V-). The output
voltage ramps up until it reaches
the threshold of comparator A2.
That comparator uses positive
feedback and a reference voltage
provided by a potentiometer.
Vref
The trip threshold is Vref + V,
(which is set to 0.7V greater than
the zener voltage of D,/D.,, assuming that these diodes are identical).
When the output voltage hits the
threshold voltage, the comparator
output snaps positive and forward
biases diode D3. If resistor R2 is
much less than R3, then Ci will
discharge very rapidly, resulting
in the classical sawtooth wave shape. The reset time, T2, will be
much shorter than the period, T1,
if R2 is much less than R3.
Another means of generating a
sawtooth waveform is to use a
special function generator chip,
such as the Exar XR-2206, which
is available from Jim -Pak and
others. Although in another circuit
the XR-2206 will generate sine,
square wave and triangle waveforms, in the circuit of Figure 7A
the chip generates a sawtooth and
a short duty-factor pulse.
The frequency of this sawtooth
generator circuit is set by resistors
Ri and R2, plus capacitor C2:
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Simply
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Figure 7. The circuit shown in 7A is
based on a special function generator
cnip that will generate a sawtooth and a
short duty -cycle pulse. The waveforms it
produces are shown in Figure 7B.
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Figure 8. The same special function generator chip connected here will produce
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a

square wav3 and

a

sine/triangle output.

Call 1-800-843-3338 today

F=

2

CI

x

1

(Ri + R2)

to start thoroughly analyzing
and pinpointing any trouble in any
TV -RF distribution system,
...
automatically to FCC specifications
p

f

Where F is in hertz, C1 is in
farads, RI and R2 are in ohms.
The duty factor (DF) is found
from:
DF =

_

R1
Sr

(RI + R2)

SELECT

EENC ORE
CH

Jim -Pak makes a circuit -board
"function generator" kit for less
than $20. The kit creates the sine
wave, square wave and triangle
wave signals. It can be easily
modified for sawtooth applications. The sawtooth and pulse output waveforms of Figure 7A are
shown in Figure 7B.
The same Exar XR2206 device
can also be used for generating

sine wave and square wave
signals. Figure 8 is the circuit for
this application. Switch Si determines whether the signal at Pin 2
is a sine wave or triangle
waveform. This circuit is similar,
but not identical, to the function
generator circuit. The operating
frequency is:

_
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with the All New
FS74 CHANNELIZER SR TM TV -RF Signal Analyzer
Patents Pending $3495

Does your success in servicing RF distribution systems depend on locating
problems quickly and accurately? If so, here's why your all new Sencore FS74
CHANNELIZER SR. will mean success for you ...

Quickly tune in all TV/FM channels from 5 MHz to 890 MHz. Exclusive all
channel, microprocessor -controlled digital tuner checks every standard and
cable channel with better than FCC accuracy to fully analyze any system.

Exclusive 5 microvolt sensitivity to bring in even weak signals. Autoranged
attenuator automatically selects the best sensitivity for simplifying your
VHF, UHF, or FM signal measurements like never before possible.

Automatic hassle-free SIN ratio, A/V ratio, and hum level tests. Exclusive on channel signal-to-noise ratio test eliminates time-consuming signal
F = 1/R C1
comparison and chart reading. Exclusive audio -to -video ratio test measures
directly in dB for easy comparison to specifications.
Where:
Exclusive checks for ghosts, co -channel interference, line reflections, and other
F is in hertz
signal quality checks. Portable 4 MHz wideband battery -operated monitor lets
R is in ohms, and is the sum of you finally check the quality of your cable or MATV system and stop
RI+R2
annoying callbacks.
C is in farads
Built-in autoranging AC/DC volt/ohmmeter makes troubleshooting a snap.
Exclusive all-weather design holds tighter than FCC specifications from -4°F
to +104 °F. Truly portable, field-tested tough for dependable ease of use.
The amplitude and do offset of Begin successfully locating TV -RF signal problems more quickly and
the output waveform is adjusted accurately than ever before possible, with the new FS74 CHANNELIZER
using trimmer potentiometers R6 SR. Call WATS Free 1-800-843-3338 today for a free Product Guide or an
industry exclusive "Try before you buy 15 Day Self Demo.
and R,.

Waveform generators are the
building blocks of complex electronic equipment such as televisions, personal computers and
oscilloscopes. If a technician wants
to understand these devices well
enough to service them effectively,
he must understand these signal
forming circuits.
(SUL,

"CHANNELIZER SR." is a trademark of Sencore, Inc.

NCOR

WATS Free 1-800-843-3338

In Canada WATS Free

1-800-851-8866

Means Success In Electronic Servicing
3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107
Call Collect

605-339-0100 In SD & AK
Circle (20) on Reply Card
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What do you know about
electronics ?

A new

zener diode
In a previous article I discussed
the strange behavior of a transistor that amplified when its emitter and collector were interchanged in an amplifier circuit.
Since that article was written, I've
learned that many types of bipolar,
transistors behave that way.
Transistors may be fabricated
with the emitter -base -collector
(EBC) leads arranged in that
order. However, the ECB configuration is also used. It wouldn't be
hard to make a wrong turn and get
one reversed in a circuit. The point

is that the transistor would work,
Let me explain-before I get a
but the gain would be greatly boxcar full of letters - that I know
reduced. That would give the false the readers of this magazine are
indication that there is something too highly organized to get a tranelse wrong in the circuit.
sistor or LED in the circuit backWhat I want to discuss now is wards. But I also know of places
the strange behavior of light - that start students into the field by
emitting diodes. They produce a having them replace defective
zener diode characteristic on a components. Students are often
curve tracer. At the present time I well organized too, but they lack
have a young man trying to design experience.
a regulated power supply using
this reverse -current characterBuild your dimmer
istic. If he comes up with a useful
The light dimmer (Figure D) in
design, I'll put it in a future article. this month's "Test Your ElecTHIS PORTION OF AREA UNDER SINE
WAVE IS REMOVED. LOWER
RMS VALUE RESULTS.
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Walk "Tough Dog" Troubles Out
Of Any TV & VCR In Half
The Time ... Guaranteed!

tronics Knowledge" quiz really
works with the values shown.
However, the range of control is
limited.
The R -C circuit produces a lagging phase shift at point B. The
greater the phase shift, the
greater the delay in turning on the
lamp for each half cycle.
A typical lamp current is shown
in Figure 1. The greater the
delay - and shaded area - the lower
the rms value. If you decide to
build one to cut glare, add the circuit shown in Figure 2. It will increase the range of brightness.
The circuit was given in an applications manual that was distributed by General Electric many
years ago. It still works very well.
It is not for motors or any other inductive load. Also, it will not work
with fluorescent lights.

with the exclusive, patented
VA62 Universal Video AnalyzerT1" ... $3,495
Would you like to ...
Reduce your analyzing time? Isolate any problem to one stage in any TV or VCR
in minutes, without breaking a circuit connection, using the tried and proven
signal substitution method of troubleshooting.

Cut costly callbacks and increase customer referrals by completely performance
testing TVs and VCRs before they leave your shop? Own the only analyzer that
equips you to check all standard and cable channels with digital accuracy. Check
complete, RF, IF, video and chroma response of any chassis in minutes without
taking the back off the receiver or removing chassis, plus set traps dynamically
and easily right on the CRT.

Reduce costly inventory from stocking yokes, flybacks, and other coils and
transformers for substitution only, with the patented Ringing Test? Run
dynamic proof positive test on any yoke, flyback, and integrated high voltage
transformer
.

Another type of decade
In the next few issues I'm going

to include some basic test equipment that you can make. You can't
buy these. I don't think manufacturers could make and distribute
them at a reasonable price.
Decade boxes are useful for temporarily substituting resistor and

Protect your future by servicing VCRs for your customers before they go to your
competition? Walk out "tough dog" troubles in any VCR chrominance or
luminance circuit to isolate problems in minutes. Have proof positive tests of the
video record/play heads before you replace the entire mechanism.
Have one piece of test equipment that doesn't need replacing every time
technology changes? Be able to service Stereo TVs & VCRs profitably, and get in
on the ground floor of this growing market with exclusive phase -locked
accessories.

capacitor values into circuits.
Another type of resistor substitution box is shown in Figure 3. Use
variable resistors that are linear
and have a relatively high power
rating.
I didn't go to the trouble of trying to mark resistance values on
the unit. I set the desired
resistance with an ohmmeter.

Find out how the VA62 Universal Video analyzer will make servicing easier
and more profitable in your shop? Call WATS Free 1-800-843-3338 and ask
your area Sales Engineer for a "Try before you buy" 10 Day Self Demo or a
full color brochure and join the many servicers already on the road to more
profitable servicing with the VA62.

Six color code brands
Without looking at Table 1, what
is the value of a resistor that has

Means Success In Electronic Servicing

Universal Video Analyzer is a trademark of Sencore, Inc.
WATS Free 1-800-843-3338

In Canada WATS Free

1-800-851-8866

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107
Call Collect 605-339-0100 In SD & AK
Circle (21) on Reply Card
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7/
the following six bands of color (in
the order given):
brown -red -brown -black-brown -red

From Table 1, note that the fifth
band tells the tolerance (1% in the

example) and the sixth band tells
the temperature coefficient (TC).
Don't get fooled by this resistor
color code. The answer is:
12112,

±1%, ±5Oppm/°C

The designation ppm/°C means

parts per million per degree
Celsius. For the example, a change
of 1°C would result in a resistance
change of 50 parts for every
million parts of resistance.
The standard values for 1% and
2% resistances are given in Table
2. Note that they are given to
three places and a multiplier. The
5% and 10% resistances are given

Table 1.
Resistor color codes

to two places and a multiplier. The
resistor given in the example is a
standard value.

m

r
1st, 2nd, 3rd

Color
Black
Brown

significant figure

Multiplier

0

1

Red

2

Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Grey
White
Silver
Gold

3

10
102
103

4

104

5
6
7

105
106
107

8
9

108
109

1

Tolerance

TC

±1%
±2%

±50ppm/°C

When to multiply, when to divide
Over the years of working with
technicians and students, there is
one complaint that I've heard
more than any other: "I'm not good
at mathematics." (There are two
variations: "I never was good at
mathematics," and "I'll never be
good at mathematics."
I'm convinced that there is no
such thing as a special talent for
Continued on page 57

±25ppm/°C

±0.5%

10-1
10-2

±5%

Table 2.
Standard values for 1% and 2% resistors
± 2%
1.00
1.05
1.10
1.15
1.21

1.27
1.33
1.40
1.47

1.54
1.62

1.69

54

±1%

± 2%

±1%

±2%

±1%

±2%

±1%

±5%

1.00
1.02
1.05
1.07
1.10
1.13
1.15
1.18

1.78

1.78
1.82
1.87

3.16

3.16
3.24
3.32
3.40
3.48
3.57
3.65
3.74
3.83
3.92
4.02
4.12
4.22
4.32
4.42
4.53
4.64
4.75
4.87
4.99

5.62

5.62
5.76
5.90
6.04
6.19
6.34
6.49
6.65

1.0

1.21

1.24
1.27
1.30
1.33
1.37
1.40
1.43
1.47
1.50
1.54
1.58
1.62
1.65
1.69
1.74

1.87

3.32

1.91

1.96
2.05

2.15

1.96
2.00
2.05
2.10
2.15

3.48
3.65

3.83

2.21

2.26
1.33
2.49
2.61

2.74
2.87
3.01
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2.26
2.32
2.37
2.43
2.49
2.55

4.02

2.61

4.64

2.67
2.74
2.80
2.87
2.94
3.01

2.37
4.42

4.87

5.96
6.19
6.49
6.81

7.15
7.50
7.87
8.25

8.66

5.11

5.11

9.09

5.36

5.23
5.36
5.49

9.53

3.00

October 1987
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6.81

6.98
7.15
7.32
7.50
7.68
7.87
8.06
8.25
8.45
8.66
8.87
9.09
9.31

9.53
9.76

1.1

1.2
1.3
1.5
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2

2.4
2.7
3.0
3.3
3.6
3.9
4.3
4.7
5.1

5.6
6.2
6.8
7.5
8.2
9.1

Continued from page 54
math. That myth is the basis for
such statements as "You really
have to be born with the gift of
math." Actually, people with that
so-called gift were given a positive
attitude when they were young
and were taught the simple rules
necessary for working problems.
If you got off to a wrong start,
and you're not yet 100 years old,
you can still acquire a math skill.
First, you get a positive attitude
by saying to yourself- ten times "If Sam Wilson can do it, anyone in
the world can do it." Then you set
out to learn the 30 or 40 basic laws
and a few good tricks of the trade.
The example I'm giving here is
how to know if you multiply or divide to get an answer.
Problem: How many nanoamperes (nA) are there in 270 microamperes (270µA)?
Solution: Table 3 shows some
basic relationships between units.
Remember that you can multiply
anything by the number 1 without

270µA x 1,000nA = 270,000nA

1
1

1
1

Table 3.
Relationships between units
1,000 milliunits
unit
= 1,000 microunits
milliunit
= 1,000 nanounits
microunit
=
1,000 picounits
nanounit

changing its value.
From this table you pick what
you want and what you got. Then,
you make one or more fractions
that are equal to 1. Make the fractions in such a way that the units
you have will cancel and the units
you want don't cancel. Remember,
if two things are equal, dividing
one by the other always gives a
value of one, and you can multiply
by one without changing the value
of a number.
In the sample problem we want
nanounits and we have microunits.
So, make a fraction:
1,000 nanounits =
1

microunit

1/LA

Note that the microunits cancel
and all you have left is nanounits.
In some problems you may have to
make two or more fractions. Keep
going until you have cancelled out
all of the undesired units.
Problem: Convert 660 pico amperes (660pA) to microamperes
(µA).

Solution:
1µA
1nA
x
1,000nA
1,000pA

660pA x

1

= 660 x

x

1

µA

1,000

1,000

= 0.000660/LA

To get the answer, divide by
1,000, then divide by 1,000 again.
There are 0.000660/LA in 660pA.
As with anything else that is
new, this procedure seems clumsy

NESDA

Plug in!

To

FOR ALL YOUR:

SOLDERING/DESOLDERING
REPAIR/REWORK
NEEDS

...

the NESDA system.
wela

YOUR BUSINESS

the world's fastest changing
industry. If you're not careful, you could find
your business in the dark.
But, you don't have to stay there.
is in

Through a system of local, state, and regional groups,
the National Electronics Sales & Service Dealers Assn.
(NESDA) keeps members up-to-date with the fast pace
of advancing technology while offering:
Managerial and technical training.
Business contacts.
Technical and management certification.
Information on new products.
Legislative activities that affect the industry.

Don't be left in the dark. Let the NESDA system work
FOR YOU!
For more information -and an application, write to:
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109; Ph (817) 921-9061
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at first. However, once you use it a
few times you get to believe in it
because it eliminates the possibility of mistakes. Here are some additional examples.
Problem: There are 2.54cm in an
inch. How many inches are there in
153cm?

Solution:
153cm x

inch = 60.2+ inches
2.54cm
1

Problem: How many inches are
there in a meter? (Note: 1 meter =
1,000cm)
Solution: You are looking for
inches per meter. The word per
always means to divide.

inches

meter

x

1m

2.54cm
= 39.37

x

Anti -static cleaner
The Zero -Charge anti -static
cleaner from Tech Spray is a topically applied solution that cleans
work areas, mats and computer
workstations while also controlling
static. The cleaner is non-toxic,
non -staining, non-flammable and
chloride-free. It can be applied by
spraying or wiping to control static charge generation on fabrics,
acrylics, laminates and other surfaces.
Circle (75) on Reply Card

to 1,500MHz without the need for
plug-in elements. The meter measures power to 100W CW or 200W
with 50% duty cycle. Resolution is
100mW. VSWR differences of 0.1
are detected and displayed over a
range of 1:00-99:1. The meter operates up to a year on an internal
9V battery.
Circle (77) on Reply Card

Copper desoldering braid
A line of flux-impregnated copper braid, available in four sizes, is
available from M.M. Newman Corporation. Kwik-Wik is a pure copper braid that is flux -impregnated
to absorb solder by capillary action
when touched by a hot soldering

iron tip. The braid comes packaged
on spools in 5 -foot lengths in four
sizes: thin (0.03 -inch), small
(0.06 -inch), medium (0.08 -inch) and

100cm
1m

wide (0.01 -inch).

inches

Circle (78) on Reply Card

meter
The fall of E
When you first learned Ohm's
law, it may have been in the form
I = E/R. The letter I means the intensity of current and E stands for
electromotive force (emf).
When students progress from
Ohm's law to more advanced work,
they get into trouble if they cancel
units as shown in the previous section. It would seem that when you
get done cancelling units, you
should end up with force to represent voltage.
The trouble is that voltage is a
unit of work-not force. In science
the word work is simply translated
as force times distance. The voltage of a battery, for example, is
the amount of work required to
move a unit negative charge (one
coulomb) from its positive terminal
to its negative terminal.
If you've been reading your
technical materials and looking into company catalogs, you must
have noticed that E is now very
rarely used to represent voltage.
The reason, of course, is that you
shouldn't use the term electromotive force to represent a unit of
work. Besides, the units won't cancel when you are doing advanced
math problems.
58
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Test and measurement lab test
Rapid Systems has introduced

Electrostatic instrumentation
The model 210 electrostatic field
meter from Electro -Tech Systems
uses an array of 12 solid-state
light -emitting diodes to detect and
indicate the magnitude and polarity of electrostatic fields. Four different colors indicate the relative
levels and polarity of the detected
field. It has two user -selectable
ranges that set measurements sensitivity at ± 500V or ± 5000V full
scale. Its circuits provide for automatic overscale and low -battery

indication.

Circle (76) on Reply Card

Digital power and VSWR meter
The Coline TPI meter displays
true rms power and VSWR on a
0.5 -inch digital readout. Frequency coverage is continuous from dc

October 1987
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the R200 series personal computer -based instrumentation lab
courses. The course allows immediate hands-on application of the
500 -page course text, which accompanies a variety of hardware
packages priced from $999 to
$2,995. The courses teach the
skills needed to operate PC -based
instruments and covers the theory
necessary for understanding the acquisition and use of digitized data.
Course topics include: elements of
computer systems, assembly and
high-level programming languages, data acquisition, instrument tools, instruments, data links
and buses, operating systems, applications and experiments. Hardware includes an oscilloscope, a
spectrum analyzer and a data-acquisition peripheral.
Circle (79) on Reply Card

Probe assemblies
Hirschmann has introduced
Kleps probe assemblies with standard 250mm (10 -inch) plug-in
leads. These assemblies will allow
the user to attach to any 252 or
round posts. Other connections or
lead lengths can be ordered.
Circle (80) on Reply Card

Degreaser

Soldering iron control unit

Lectra-Clean cleaner and degreaser from CRC Chemicals removes grease, oil, wax, dirt, moisture and other foreign substances
that can cause leakage, excessive
resistance and hazardous operation of electrical equipment. The
degreaser is non-flammable, nonconducting, does not stain and is
non -corrosive to metals.

The model S-4 control unit fróm
Sibex is designed to convert any
soldering iron into an adjustable -

temperature soldering station.

The unit works with any 110Vacpowered iron up to 100W in size.
Solid-state circuitry produces a
spike-free, adjustable do voltage
and minimizes the possibility of
damaging critical components.
Circle (81) on Reply Card

Printer cleaner
3M has added two new filters to
the service vacuum cleaner. The
unit's high -capacity filtration system now has three filters for a variety of specialized applications. In

IDC manual press
The PanaVise IDC bench assembly press is capable of low -volume
mass termination of various IDC
connectors on flat (ribbon) cable.
The 1/4 -ton manual press has

cartridge -style interchangeable

addition to the toner/dirt filter, the
unit now has a fine -particle filter
for cleaning laser printers that use
toners in the 0.3 to 0.5 micron
range, plus a dust/dirt filter for
general cleaning that traps dust
and larger particles.

base plates (no tools required) and
accommodates a broad range of
IDCs, including female socket
transition connectors, card edge
connectors, standard DIP plugs
and D-subs. An interchangeable
base plate terminates up to 64 -pin
IDCs.

Circle (82) on Reply Card

Circle (83) on Reply Card

ATTENTION!

aa

ELEcTROÁCi
T
EARN YOUR

Circle (84) on Reply Card

Modem/ac line protector
The P208 modem/ac line protector from MCG Electronics protects
both ac power lines and modem I/O
ports from transients caused by
lightning, disk drives and switching
surges. The unit is a solid-state,
plug-in protector that offers lns
response time and has heavy-duty
protection components for use in
industrial applications. It plugs into a local 120Vac, 15A outlet.
Continued on page
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Portable Variac
Does The Job Right!
AUTOT

\ f.C.)

B.S.E.E.

DEGREE
THROUGH HOME STUDY
Our New and Highly Effective Advanced -Placement Program for experienced Electronic Technicians grants credit for previous Schooling and
Professional Experience, and can greatly reduce the time required to complete Program and
reach graduation. No residence schooling re-

quired for qualified Electronic Technicians
Through this Special Program you can pull all of
the loose ends of your electronics background
together and earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Upgrade your status and pay to the Engineering
Level. Advance Rapidly! Many finish in 12
months or less. Students and graduates in all 50
States and throughout the World. Established
Over 40 Years! Write for free Descriptive Literature

COOK'S INSTITUTE

I

OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

É

347 RAYMOND ROAD
P.O. BOX 20345

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39209

Circle (23) on Reply Card

Advanced design and "hi-rel" performance make Variac portables the
logical choice. Each portable Auto
transformer is fully enclosed, has
overload protection and generates
output from 0 to 117% above line, efficiently. With Voltmeter, Wattmeter
or Ammeter, you can choose from 2
or 3 wire versions in 120V, 5 to 18A
models and in 240V, 2 to 8A units. The
portable Voltage Regulators have
-

1KVA capacity and 115V ratings with
custom units also available. Want
smooth, fast response without distortion? Specify Variac to do the job
right. Send for details.
You'll Think They're Custom

Built/OP

TECHNIPOWER
A

petted I

COMPANY

P.O. Box 222, Commerce Park, Danbury, Conn. 06810
TWX: 710-456-9280
Tel: 12031 748-7001

SEE US AT WESCON '87 Booth 1430

Circle (33) on Reply Card
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Computer Corner

By Bert

Huneault

Read-only memories
This installment of Computer Corner begins a 4 -part series
on non-volatile memories. Part 2 will cover programmable
ROMs, Part 3 will cover erasable ROMs, and Part 4 will
discuss accessing the different types of read-only memory.

Once manufactured, read-only memories cannot have
their contents changed - new information cannot be written into them. Therefore, they are used for long-term
storage of information that is not intended to change during the operation of a system. For example, ROMs can
permanently store the data, monitor program and
subroutines that make up the operating system of a computer, as well as the language interpreter (such as BASIC)
that translates computer language instructions into binary
code that the computer can understand. This built-in program storage makes it possible to use some computers,
such as the Commodore 64, immediately after they're
turned on, compared to the majority of computers whose
operating system and language interpreter must first be
loaded from disk before they can be used.
Note-Programs stored in ROM are referred to as firmware because they are not subject to change; programs
stored in RAM are called software because they can easily
be altered. ROM packs (program cartridges) used to run
video games on a home computer are another good example of firmware; the cartridges simply contain a ROM IC
mounted on a small printed circuit board.

Most technicians are already familiar with read/write
memories (RAM), and will recall that those Random Access Memories are volatile - the data and/or programs
they store are lost as soon as power is turned off.
For applications where the program will be reused over
and over and should be available at all times, you need a
non-volatile memory. Non-volatile semiconductor
memories range from the ordinary read-only memory
(ROM) that, once manufactured, cannot be reprogrammed,
to read mostly memories (RMM) that can be erased and reprogrammed thousands of times.
Non-volatile memories can be classified into several different categories, depending on their semiconductor
technology, internal structure, programming and erasing
method, and electrical characteristics.

Read-only memory
The ordinary read-only memory consists of an IC that is
mask-programmed at the factory during the manufacturing process. ROM chips feature either MOSFETs or BJTs.
The ROM's storage locations (addresses) are written into-programmed-by the manufacturer according to the
customer's specifications. In other words, the designer of
the computer or microprocessor -based equipment that will
use the ROM tells the IC manufacturer what data and/or
programs are to be stored in the memory chip.
A suitable mask (photographic template of the integrated circuit) is then made, and the chip is programmed
during the last phase of fabrication. ROMs are generally
used in large production runs because the IC manufacturer
charges thousands of dollars for the initial mask.

ROM applications
ROMs are used to store tables of data that do not
change, such as logarithmic and trigonometric "look-up"
tables that contain values of logs, sines, cosines and more
in calculators. They are also used to store code conversion
tables (for example, binary to BCD conversion), and can be
used as character generators for video display on CRT
screens; in this application, the ROM stores the binary
codes that represent the dot patterns for each alphanumeric or graphic character.
In summary, a ROM is a memory that cannot be written
into but can be read from as often as desired. Next month
we'll cover PROMs user-programmable ROMs.

-

+ V=

A9

D7

A8

D6

1k

ADDRESS

x8

ROM

BUS-

D5
D4
D3

Al

DATA
BUS

D2

AO

D1
DO

CE

1
Figure 1. An ordinary ROM can be read from but cannot be written to. A 1k x 8 ROM can store 1024 data words because of its 10
address lines (A9 through AO). The data words are eight bits wide because the IC has eight data pins (D7 through DO).ci
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Products

Continued from page 59

device can be used to align, converge and color balance. It is battery powered for portable operation, and generates four patterns color bars, cross hatch, full raster
and windows. It also controls colors, intensity and reverse video.

Clamp voltage is 200V peak initial.
300J minimum, ± 200V peak.
Circle (85) on Reply Card

Digital Probes
Two logic probes (20MHz and
50MHz) and a pulser probe are
now being marketed by Mercer
Electronics, division of Simpson
Electric Company.
Models 9604 (20MHz) and 9605
(50MHz) logic probes have a slim,

Circle (88) on Reply Card

Coax wire stripper
Po la d in Corporation's Toggle
coaxial wire stripper uses a toggling blade system to strip braid
and dielectric off coax cable in any
number of strip configurations for
any type of coax connectors. Toggle is available in sizes suited for
cables from RG58 up to RG8/11.
Custom sizes can be accommodated upon request.

compact design that makes them
easy to use in densely populated
PC boards. Levels and pulses can
be viewed from two front -mounted
LEDs and stored as desired. Two
additional LEDs in the base of the
unit display any improper connection or over -voltage applications.
Circle (87) on Reply Card
The Pulser model 9606 is multiit
mode,
pulse
functional. In the
PC monitor tester
can inject 50µs pulses into a logic
The MONTE ST -D4 PC monitor
circuit without isolating ICs. It has
a sync input permitting use of an tester from Network Technologies
tests monochrome, CGA, EGA
external synchronizing signal.
and high -resolution monitors. The
Circle (86) on Reply Card

NE SDA
Computer Group
COMPUTER SALES AND SERVICE DEALERS
WORKING TOGETHER

)1

Assistance in
selecting in-house
equipment and

+,:o

u1Ir,;,rl.
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,
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9JV''giÿil;Jiu;ÿl

k
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software.

Circle (89) on Reply Card

Service Software System
only $495.00
all this for one low price!

Tracking through complete repair cycle.,,

Billing (automatically tabulates interest)...
Aged Receivables...

yi.FFcrb'JnI.t

NESDA

The static dissipative grounding
kit from Contact East reduces
sparking and shorting damages.
The resistance to ground is
greater than 1069 and less than
10952. It is designed to remove
static charges from the service
engineer and to provide a static free surface during field repair of
PC boards. The kit includes a
24"x24" static -dissipative work
mat with two pockets; one medium
and one large wrist band; and a
ground -cord assembly, model
3051. It folds to an 8"x12" unit.

PSP

Service training.
.i

Static -dissipative grounding kit

\

Specialized software for service
management.

Manages & tracks Technician's workload..
Assigns information to Warranty forms...

Handles Consignment or Rental of parts &
equipment...

Factory contacts for service literature and parts.

Involvement in a stable and productive national
trade association.

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND BUSINESS CARD TO:

NESDA COMPUTER GROUP, 2708 WEST BERRY STREET
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76109; PHONE (817) 921-9061

Generates: Receipts, Inventory Control Sheets,
Status Reports, Authorization Slips, Daily
Repair Reports, etc....

And more!!

For any IBM Compatible from PC to AT.
Minimum: 10 meg-hard disk & 256K RAM
PSP, 3840 S. Palo Verde, #204, Tucson, AZ 85714

(602) 889-8888
Circle (25) on Reply Card
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Video Corner

By Conrad Persson

-A/1

The VCR mechanical -state switch
In a modern VCR, a lot goes on mechanically that you
might not ordinarily think about. Let's contrast the
mechanics of a VHS VCR with an audio cassette deck. In
an audio cassette deck, you insert the tape (there might be
a loading motor in one of the modern audio cassette
decks), close the door, press the PLAY button and it goes.
The pressure pad on the tape cassette provides the proper
pressure to hold the tape against the stationary play head
as the tape is drawn across the head by the capstan. The
take-up motor turns the take-up reel to wind the tape.
In a vidoecassette recorder, a lot more happens, and it
all has to be in precise synchronization. Take a frontloading VHS VCR, for example the GE 1VCR4012. Within
the loading mechanism there are three switches: an UP

out a signal that turns on the cassette loading-motor drive
system so that the motor runs in the loading direction.
After the cassette is loaded, the DOWN switch closes.
Again, this signal is sensed by the microprocessor, which
in turn puts out a signal that turns the motor off.
One of the important features of a VCR is the
mechanical-state switch. This switch serves as the interface between the mechanical and the electrical portions of
the VCR. The switch monitors the position of the tape
transport system and sends it to the system-control
microprocessors. When an operation mode is selected, the
system-control stages (microprocessors) tell the loading
motor to turn in either the load or the unload direction.
Movement of the loading motor governs the operational
timing of all mechanical modes. In other words, the action
of the loading motor through belts, pulleys, gears and rods
changes the mechanical configuration of the tape
transport mechanism. The mechanical-state switch is also
linked to the loading motor so that it moves as the loading
motor moves. Therefore, as the loading motor drives the
tape transport mechanism into the mechanical configuration, the mechanical-state switch monitors those configurations as they occur.
There are two types of mechanical -state switches you
may find in a VCR: a slide type of switch and a rotary type.
The particular type of tape transport mechanism determines which type of state switch is used. A 5 -position,
slide -type switch is shown in Figure 1, while an 8 -position,
rotary mechanical -state switch is shown in Figure 2. Even
though they are physically different, both switches perform the same function in a similar manner.
A simplified schematic of the slide type of mechanical state switch and its connections to the system control
stages is shown in Figure 2. The five contacts of the switch
are converted to three data lines by a diode matrix before
being sent to the system-control stages.
The switch is shown in the STOP position. Should the
PLAY key be pressed at this time, the loading motor will

switch, a DOWN switch and an IN switch. Table 1 shows
the possible combinations of open and closed positions of
these switches and the action that takes place as a result of
each combination.

Table 1.
Switch positions

Cassette
unloaded

Loading/
unloading

Cassette
loaded

open

closed

open

closed

open

open

open

open

closed

IN

Switch
UP

Switch
DOWN

Switch

When a cassette is inserted into the VCR, it physically
causes the UP switch to open. Further insertion closes the
IN switch. This combination of switch conditions is sensed
by the system -control microprocessor, which in turn puts

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

(3)

121

111
MODE SELECT SWITCH

UNLOAD

PLAY®

L

H

L

PAUSE®

L

H

H

IMOVINGCONTACT
i

REV®

LOAD

H

L

L

PME*

I

DROPS

A.m

PLAT

CC

STOP

REV REC

YAtRE

STOP®

H

L

H

FF/REW©

H

H

L

Figure 1. Information from this 5 -position,
slide -type switch is converted to three data
lines by a diode matrix before being sent to
the system -control stages.
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POSI

Flaw

FlWE

Floe

i

MOVING CONTACT

1

MOVING CONTACT 2

begin to move in the load direction. Between position 2 and
position 3, the loading posts will move, loading the tape.
At the same time, as the contact inside the mechanicalstate switch reaches position 3, the loading posts are
caught by the V stoppers and the posts can move no further because of the construction of the cam gear.
Loading -motor movement continues, however, and during the period that the mechanical-state switch advances
through positions 4 and 5, the pressure roller, tension post
and other parts of the mechanism are moved to suitable
positions for the playback operation. When position 5 is
reached by the mechanical -state switch, the data (L,H,L)
sent to the microprocessor (IC 6002) causes the loading
motor to stop.
The rotary mechanical-state switch is an 8 -position
device. The intelligence from this switch is also delivered
to the system -control microprocessor by three data lines.
As we said at the outset, there's a lot going on in a VCR
mechanically. An understanding of the role of the
mechanical -state switch will help you understand how the
VCR operates and what is supposed to be going on at any
time. This will help you diagnose and correct problems
when the unit malfunctions.

®EJECT

®PLAY

®FF/REW

(DREV

®STOP
OSUB EJECT

()SUB REV

EJECT POSITION SIGNAL

®PAUSE

STOP POSITION SIGNAL

MODE PULSE

®

0

MODE PULSE

O

Fc'REW STOP SUB

About Your
Profession

Now you can order the "Study
Guide for the Associate -Level CET
Test" from the International Society
of Certified Electronics Technicians.
It includes material covering the
most often missed questions on the
Associate CET exam. 8%" x 11",
paperback, 60 pages.
For More Information Contact'

ISCET. 2708 W. Berry, Fort Worth. TX
76109; 1817) 921-9101

STOP POSITION

Figure 2. This rotary -type switch has eight positions.

r

Over 20,000 Electronic Items in stock
TOLL -FREE "800" Phones
24 hour hot line automatic order taker
Same day order processing & shipping
VISA & MASTER CARD accepted

d_x

L__,-.Try-\.

_

_

,,

,,,

___

_

OUTLET
SURGE -PROTECTED STRIP with circuit
breaker, on/off switch and 6' 3 -wire cord.
6

only

$9,95

CHEMICAL
SOLUTIONS

each

ATTENTION VCR REPAIRERS:
We stock 155 different VCR belt Kits, 47 different Video Heads, and 119 VCR Clutch Tire
replacements, in addition to complete Idler

FREE CHEMTRONICS CATALOG!
Comprehensive new source for over
200 products used in electronic manufacturing and field service. Precision
cleaning agents, flux removers, bulk
solvents, circuit refrigerants, precision
dusters, non -residual wipers, foam
swabs, premoistened pads/swabs,
antistatic compounds, conformal coatings, lubricants, adhesives, desoldering braids, rosin core solder and solder
masking agents. Complete with technical specifications and application
guide.

Assemblies, Loading Gears, Sensing Lamps,
and the most comprehensive Service Data
inventory available anywhere!
Call or write for our latest 144 page moneysaving catalog of values, and don't forget...
We'll beat any advertised price on Leader
and B&K Test Equipment...Call us after you
have
around and we'll prove it.

NAME

TOLL FREE

ADDRESS

221-0424
L
`800) LL

LECTRONICS

STATE

7IP
copies

@

S5

It

PAUSE

SPECIAL OCTOBER FEATURE

Being a certified electronics technician lets people know that you are
a professional in your field. It tells
them that you are serious about your
work and can perform up to CET
standards.

CITY

SUB
REV

EJECT

ELECTRONIC WAREHOUSE CORP.

ISCET

PLAY REV

EJECT

0®

EJECT POSITION

SSW_

Technicians,
Get Serious

® ®

S1

\\A,
\/ `

AREMOUSE

postage.)

sr.nd material about ISCET
and becoming certified.

ORP

(718) 375-2700
New York State
dealers call collect

1910 CONEY ISLAND AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11230
Circle (26) on Reply Card
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Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788
516-582.3322
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Audio Corner

By Kirk Vistain

Component interactions
Ever since video and audio tied the knot, the number of
components and interconnections in the typical "home entertainment system" (remember when it used to be called
just a stereo or TV?) has multiplied. As in any family, there
are occasional spats.
As video and audio have become more complicated, people find it hard to keep up, and many a service call can
result. Knowing the fundamentals might reduce the
number of these nuisance problems. Not only that, but
much trouble these days is synergistic in nature, meaning
it only occurs when the entire system is hooked up.
Component placement
Let's start with the most egregious example of erroneous placement, the glass-doored stereo rack. This was
surely developed by a marketing type turned interior
decorator. It looks nice, keeps dust off the units, but
shortens their lives. Then you can buy new ones.
The key drawback is heat build-up. The inside of a
typical rack can easily run 20° or 30° above ambient after
an hour or two of operation. The resultant thermal cycling
is a common cause of component failure, particularly in the
output section.
Even though the manufacturer usually makes a perfunctory attempt to ventilate through cutouts in the back, the
only thing that will even come close to working is a fan,
which I haven't seen in anything except professional
19 -inch rack cabinets. Leaving the front door open would
help, but most people don't. The natural tendency is to
keep a door closed. Otherwise, why have a door at all?
What's a user to do? First of all, put the amplifier at the
top of the stack. It generates the most heat. Granted,
there will still be a phono above it, but this is the best we
can do and still keep it convenient. Second, leave the door
open when the system is powered up. Unless it's structurally necessary, leave the back off the rack. This improves airflow and accessibility.

Acoustic feedback
I've lost count of how many times a customer has called
me up to complain that his phono sounds distorted
whenever he turns it up loud. But of course, his friend,
who has exactly the same stereo system, has no such problem. After some interrogation, we usually find that the
phonograph is sitting on top of one of his speakers.
The name of the phenomenon is acoustic feedback. The
musical material being played causes the speaker cabinet
to vibrate, which in turn makes the tone-arm rattle, which
becomes part of the music signal going back to the amp.
Here we have both necessities for an oscillator: positive
feedback and lots of gain. Setting the volume high enough
creates a positive feedback loop, causing distortion, howling, and perhaps a blown speaker driver or amp.
Keep the turntable well away from the speakers,
preferably on a wall -mounted shelf, which makes it less
susceptible to vibration. Even small amounts of acoustic
feedback, perhaps too weak to result in oscillation, can
muddy the bass.

Impurity on TV
Ever know someone who's just had his TV repaired and
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finds a misplaced blob of color on the screen? He brings it
back. You degauss it. It looks A -OK on the bench.
Two hours later the blob has returned. After some questioning, you discover that he has a pair of 18 -inch Altec
Lansings right next to the set. Of course, he won't believe
you when you tell him to put some space between the
speakers and the TV. After all, the other TVs in his house
have built-in speakers, and they don't have a problem!
This is where patience comes in handy. The speakers
built into most TVs are puny, low -fi devices, with magnets
that would be shamed by those little daisies people use to
hold notes to the refrigerator. The few sets that do have
good speakers usually also have magnetic shielding. Highfidelity systems don't.

Micropollution
Thanks to microprocessors, most home entertainment
equipment doubles as a small RF noise generator. To
prove it, use a portable AM radio to "sniff' around a VCR
or late model hi-fi receiver. You'll probably get an earful of
noise across most of the band. This radio garbage can
cause some strange interactions. When you detect unusual
interference in a home entertainment system, try changing the relative positions of various pieces of equipment.
One egregious example of poor positioning is setting a
VCR on top of a TV, just above the flyback. Maybe
15.734kHz isn't really RF, but large doses of it do some
strange things to the CMOS microprocessors in the typical
VCR. Clocks keep bad time, function buttons work erratically. Sometimes even the video output is polluted.

Snakes out back
The spaghetti behind most audio/video systems makes
the snake house at the Brookfield Zoo look underpopulated. Shields notwithstanding, every inch of that
stuff is radiating a magnetic field. The best we can do is
try to position cables so their interactions will be as benign
as possible. Two electromagnetic characteristics work in
our favor. First, cables that cross each other at right
angles interact little. Second, magnetic flux falls off as the
square of distance, which means that doubling the space
between cables quarters the interaction.
Avoid long, parallel runs of cable, and don't mix low- and
high -amplitude signal carriers in the same bundle. A good
example of the worst possible setup is a parallel run of
phono cable and ac power cord. Second worst would be to
run the phono and speaker cables together. Not only do
the signal amplitudes differ greatly, but a potential feedback path is established whenever input and output cables

run together.
Remember that cables fail more often than the equipment they connect, and always suspect them first if you
have an intermittent signal problem. Also, a few years of
experience have taught me that if there's a dead channel
and a Y connector in the same system, the Y connector is
usually the culprit. I don't know why.
Any of you with good component -interaction stories
ought to send them to me, care of ES&T. The best ones
will make it into the column, and you'll have the satisfaction of seeing your name in print and helping your fellow
technicians at the same time.
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Readers' Exchange
No requests for Readers' Exchange items will be accepted without a full, verifiable name, address AND
phone number. This information is necessary for ES&T
files. Phone numbers will not be published, if so re-

SMK11 31/2 -inch B&W televisions, model TPS 5050, made for or by Symphonic Electronic Corporation of Lowell, MA. Need not be in working condition but must be complete. Also need the power supply or adaptor, AC30
(in Sams 1060-3). State price. Cleo Zarella, 937 Center St., Brockton, MA
02402.

Sams for VCR, MHF, TR, TSM, CB, CC, CD, CP, CMT, CSCS, SD. Rigo
Palacios, 210 E. Anderson Ave., Round Rock, TX 78664.
Back issues of Radio & TV Retailing magazine; old radio knobs (especially

quested. Any requests received without this information will be returned. Editor.

wooden Zenith knobs); picture tubes-21FDP4, 21EAP4, 3KP4, 7JP4,
IOLP4; old radio and TV advertising items. Doug Heinsstead, 1349 Hillcrest
Drive, Fridley, MN 55432; 612-571-1387.

Editor's note: Readers' Exchange items are published in the order they are
received. We are happy to offer this service at no charge to you, our read-

Heathkit 1I-5230 CRT tester and rejuvenator. Will buy or trade B&K model 177 meter. Alex Minelli, 718 Michigan St., Hibbing, MN 55746.

ers, but ask that:
Items are typed (or legibly written).
Your name, address and telephone number are included on the same
page as your item (envelopes and contents may become separated); using
your peel -off label is a good idea.
You limit any item to no more than three units.
Please understand that ES&T is in production six weeks to two months
ahead of publication date. Requests received in October will probably be
published in the December issue. If time is of the essence or if you absolutely must get your request published, we suggest that you consider a
classified ad.

Deflection yoke no. TLY5503F for Quasar, chassis no. TS968, new or good
condition. Armando, Claude's TV, Radio Shack, 3 Third St., Newport, VT
05855; 802-334-7074.

CRT board no. CTG for Quasar model WU9465PD chassis TS962N. Paul
Davis, P.O. Box 615, Manasquan, NJ 08736; 201-974-2180.

Schematic/service manual or operator's manuals: Cimron (Lear -Siegler)
DMM, model 7630; Orion VTVM, model V -100M; Redeo frequency counter, model RFC -250; Dumont scope, type 301-A; Radio Specialty FM deviation meter, type 1163-60-3. Will buy original, pay for copies or copy and
return. Donald H. Nash, 1.444 Palaski St., Port Charlotte, FL 33952;

Wanted:

813-629-3934.

Schematic for Maxima AM/FM/cassette car radio, model CSC 671; readout
frequency chip, part no. D1708 G 011-8344 EK007. Pay any fair price.
John H. Hayden, Route 6 Box 1427, Danville, VA 24541.

6 -position

have a 1967 Lafayette model LR1000T stereo receiver with a faulty
selector. Lafayette has gone out of business. Does anyone have
information on Lafayette or the selector? Wayne Hotrn.qurit, 42 Woodway
Drive. Shrewsbury. MA 01545.
I

Service manual or wiring diagram for Lafayette transistor stereo amplifier, LA -125T. E. Cardona, Cardona Radio Music Shop, Apeninos 633,
Puerto Nuevo, Puerto Rico, 00920.

Schematic for Panasonic table model AM -FM radio, model RS836S. Don
100.5 S. Main, Wheaton, IL 60187; 312-979-36.51 by day Or 312-665-5714
reenings.
Buel-.

COMPLETE INVENTORY

Learn

OF "NAME BRAND"
PRODUCTS FOR:

Static

Control
Products

how to repair
VCRs...

-

FOR THE
PREVENTION
. , AND CONTROL 0F
- ,

.

ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGE

*

Assembly/Repair Stations
Q/A, Q/C Test Stations
Field Service Operations
Product Packaging & Storage
Fast, Dependable Delivery

"Free" Applications Assistance
Complete Support Facilities

Read

each month
in GIGOTRONIG

Competitive Pricing

Gregory Thomas, Inc. is your "One Stop" source for static
control products for the Electronics, Aerospace, Medical,
Telephone, & Service Industries. Our reputation for superior
products, service, and applications assistance is your assurance
that your needs will be supplied with the highest quality products
available, at very competitive prices, fast delivery, and full
support. For all of your ESD Control Requirements, "Call GTI

before you buy!"
GREGORY THOMAS INCORPORATED

GUNC.

Servicing &Technology

"STATIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS"

Aurora, Illinois 60506
800-782-8422 (Outside IL)

834 N. Highland Ave.

312-859-3007
MEMBER

NEDA EOS/ESD ASSOC. ASNE

Circle (28) on Reply Card
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Grundig Majestic chassis, model 232011 radio. Must be complete, no speakers, but does not have to operate. J.E. Humphrey. 823.3 S. Figueroa SI.,
Los Angeles. CA 90005.
Sencore CG25 color bar generator; service manual for 65W Scott stereo
amplifier, model 458A; service manual for 19 -inch color TV, RCA model .iC
950W, CTC 88B chassis. George Deu,>, ris. 7387 Pershing Are., Orlando. FL
32822-5743; 305-227-374 6.

B&K #1000, #1076, Hickok #760 scanners and any (Flying
Spot) equipment; any technical manuals. D. Test. P.O. Box 9064, Newark,
NJ 07104.
Complete convergence assembly for Sylvania TV model CX
2174 W. Willem( Wiles, 728 E. Kingsley Are., Pomona. CA 91767; 714-622-0363.

NRI Discovery Lab. William P. Jarvis, 1214 Fifth Ave.. Bearer
Faits, PA
15010: 412-846-773.5.

Manual or copy of manual for Fairchild digital multimeter, model 7050.
C.E. Garrison, Rt. 6 Box 48. Warrenton, VA 22186.

Schematics for Mura -Phones models 711 and 801. Will pay $25
for schematics. Vilalek Eleclronies, RD6 Box 303, Newton, NJ 07860;

Schematic service manual or copy for Brenmar model 1500 single-sideband
radio -telephone. Will pay. N. Young. 214 East Robertson Si.. Brandon, FL

Flyback transformer for Broadmoor TV, model 3513, part #09270776M
or TCF-11. George Saylor, 231.9 Parrish SI.. Philadelphia. PA
19130.

05.51/.

Schematic for Hallicrafters S214. Also need CRT boards for Sony 4-203,
5-303, 5-305 and 5-307 micro TVs, plus a dead Sony KV5000 for parts.

Allan

V. Eisenhan-r,
617-77.5-4289.

9

Raelrel Carson Lane, Crnterrille, MA 026.32:

Owner's and/or service manual for Eico 902 audio analyzer, Eico
VTVM and amplifier, Sencore TR -I39 transistor tester. Sencore
"53" and HP 400 EL ac voltmeter. Also need a solid -stale wow and
meter. 2 -channel ac millivoltmeter. Price must be reasonable. Jim

AV Electronic Serrires.

11886

415-233-2900.

250 ae
Handy

flutter
Patin,

San Pablo Are.. El ('erril,,. CA 94530:

Old tubes; service data for radio receivers built before 1950; audit wattmeter, 100W; Sencore SG -l65 AM/FM stereo analyzer; grid -dip oscillator.
Donald G. Harris. 3332 N. 57 Are.. Phoenix. AZ 85031: 60.247-7020.

Schematic diagram for a Quadraflex reference 240R AM/FM stereo receiver; Executone PA amplifier, model PBK 625. Will buy or make copy
and return. Andrew Y. Horeezko, 1600 W. 22nd St., San Pedro, CA 90732.

Tektronix storage scope, type 564, wIirle or just the CRT #154-410,
T5640-200. Please state price. Kenny Y,,. t,.:y r7ement St.. San Frrrnnine>>,
CA 94118: 415-387-0759.

OFFERS A
COMPLETE
SELECTION OF:
VCR REPLACEMENT BELTS
VIDEO CLUTCH TIRES
PROJECTOR -RECORDER BELT has the Replacement
Belts and Video Clutch Tires you want. PLUS...
Our new and improved MEASUR-A-BELT GUIDE
helps you find the PRB Replacement Belt you
need... fast.

There's no need to disassemble and assemble your
VCR clutch drive... just snap off the old...then
snap on the new PRB tire.
PRB has the belts and tires you need...and the
system that helps you find your replacement belts and
clutch tires easily and fast for a profitable return on
every sale.

Belts...Made

For Sale:
A.B. Dick mimeograph machine with manual, $35; textbooks, service
manuals, radio and TV parts, 700 new standard brand tubes, 85% off list
price. Send large s.a.s.e. for list. M. Seligsohn, 1455 55th St.. Brooklyn. NY
11219.

Sencore LC53 Z meter, excellent condition (less than 50 hours of use),
$600. E. Benham. 1011 Alan Are., Auburn, AL 36830; 205-826-4100 ext. 71
hg

day or 205-821-6642 evenings.

Sams Photofact 4-drawer file cabinet full of folders starting at 1000-2000,
plus several CB, TR, TSM, AR, $300 takes all; Sencore VA -48, like new,
$750; Sencore CR -143, like new, $150; Sencore TRC4, like new, $40; H.P.
4260A universal bridge, $150; B&K model 606 tube tester, $75. Harley W.
Jansen, 1600 1st Are., Marion. IA 52302; 319-377-3141.

ECG transistor 504 each; GC Magnameter, $45; direct probe for scope,
$10; Beckman DM73 digital meter, $25; Heathkit signal tracer, $10. John.
Toth, 2786 71st St. CT W, Bradenton, FL 34209; 813-795-2786.

Western Electric 12B transmission measuring set, $20; Atwater Kent Radio "Service Manual and Parts List," 1928-1929, $15; Sams Auto Radio

E lectrodyn

PRB...

PRB

201-383-5565.

in the U.S.A.

For more information call toll

free...

National 1-800-558-9572
In Wisconsin 1-800-242-9553
Business Number 1-414-473-2151
TLX 4994411 PRB USA
In Canada call collect: 1-613-225-5003.
FAX: 414/473-4727

is rebuilding

the world of
Electronics
Tuner Rebuilding
24 -hour Turnaround

One-year Limited Warranty

TVRO Equipment Repair
72-hour Turnaround
90 -day Limited Warranty

VCR Repair
72 -hour Turnaround
90 -day Limited Warranty

Module Repair
72-hour Turnaround

One-year Limited Warranty
(see price list for exceptions)

Most Makes & Models
'Turnaround time is dependent
upon parts availability

ELECTRODYN, INC.

PROJECTOR -RECORDER BELT CORP.

Bloomington, IN 47401

917 S. Rogers St.
(812) 334-1023

P.O Box 176 Whitewater, Wisconsin 53190
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TECHNICIANS
*
*

JOB OPENINGS

MONTHLY TECHNICAL
TRAINING PROGRAM

*

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
TRAINING

*
*
*

LOW COST INSURANCE

CERTIFICATION

TECHNICAL SEMINARS

All of this in a nonprofit

international association
for technicians

\"

FIND OUT MORE:

i/I

;;ETA.
NV1

1lLPRB
66
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604 N. Jackson St.
Greencastle, IN 46135

Manual ARI, 1949, $10; Majestic Service Manual, 1929, $10; Sams manuals, $2.50 each, send s.a.s.e. for list. Shipping in U.S. included. Donald H.
Nash, 1444 Pulaski St.. Port Charlotte, FL 33952; 813-629-3934.

Power Mate power supplies, model PX-EE-28V, 115V input, 28V at 18A
output, $25 plus shipping. Ron Baublitz, P.O. Box 37, Ellicott City, MD

B&K model 466 picture tube checker and rejuvenator. Have all adapter
sockets plus SP -66 main adapter for other sockets. Mint condition, barely
used, must sell, $150. Gordon Lane, 239 Jacksonian Drive, Hermitage, TN
37076; 615-889-6195, no collect calls please.

Diehl Mark V analyst. New in box, with manual, never used. $500 or trade
for TV test equipment. B&M Appliance, Geo. McNaught Jr., Star Rt. #1,
Box 38, Crescent City, FL 32012; 904-698-1529.

Sylvania CK3000 test jig, works great, all original adapters and some extra, $250. J.R. Hinely, P.O. Box 119, Rincon, GA 31326.
Back issues of PF Reporter, ES&T, Radio Electronics, Electronic World
and others. Send s.a.s.e. for list. Clark Trissell, 3530 Pawnee St., Lincoln,

NE 68506.
Sencore SC -61 waveform analyzer, VA -62 video analyzer, TF-46 portable
super cricket, PR -57 powerite, all for $4,150; B&K 1077B TV analyst,
$200; B&K 466 CRT tester/rejuvenator, $75. All in excellent condition,
shipping not included. Walt Wasylink, Tokos TV Repair, 74368 Maricopa
Drive, 29 Palms, CA 92277; 619-367-7418/9677.

Heathkit CRT tester and rejuvenator, $50; color/dot generator, $50; HV
1V to 400V power supply, $75; 1V to 15V power supply, $20; RLC bridge,
$20; signal tracer, $20; DMM, $35; VTVM, $10; component tracer, $75;
HV 40kV probe, $15; HV 30kV probe, $5. C.A. Peterson, 2720 Q St., Van-

21043-0037; 301-465-9453.

B&K sweep generator analyst, tube tester, make offer. RCA color jig and
much more. Send s.a.s.e. for list. ALCO 4132 W. Lincoln Ave., Cypress, CA
90630; 714-527-9060.

Hickok Cardamatic model 123R tube checker. Will also exchange for items
listed under wanted column. Donald G. Harris, 3332 N. 57th Ave., Phoenix,
AZ 85031; 602-247-7020.
600 new standard brand tubes, 90% off list price; radio and TV parts; service manuals; text books. Send large s.a.s.e. for list. M. Seligsohn, 1455 55th
St., Brooklyn, NY 11219.

Tested and working RCA modules for CTC-70 and CTC-85 chassis. $1
above dud value. Send s.a.s.e. for list. G. Stuart Electronics, 503 Sunnyside
Lane, Hopkins, MN 55343.
Selected Sams, numbers 63 through 665, plus AR-22, AR-25, AR -30 and
TR -31. Total 61. $45.75. William J. Maida, 274 W. Saba/ Palm Place,

couver, WA 98663; 206-694-2068.

Longwood, FL 32779.

Instruction manuals for: signal generators (Precision series E -200-C, 1947;

Will make copies of diagrams, service manuals for all types of B&W or col-

E-200, 1940; E-400 (sweep), 1954; and Eico 360 TV -FM (sweep), 1949;)
B&K 465 set-up charts (1966, 1977); 1959 Doss Pioneer 250 horizontal
sweep Quantalyst; and more. $5 each plus COD shipping or $50 plus shipping for all. Send s.a.s.e. for complete list. David Lehmann, RR 2 Box 104,
Mansfield, MO 657044 417-924-3350.

or TVs, radios, stereos, parts, etc. Send s.a.s.e. and list your needs. Ray's
TV Sales & Service, 1308 St. Louis, Gonzales, TX 78629; 512-672-2113.

Simpson 260 series 6p overload protected VOM, in good shape, $50. T.W.
Benson, 204 Riverside Ave., Tallassee, AL 36078; 205-283-4266.

Navy signal generator (small port.) AN/USM-27B, $50 or best offer; MiteSCM Co. teleprinters, contact chatter tester by AECO, EPC100026, $50;
govt. T/Ms, $15 each-what are you looking for? D. Test, P.O. Box 9064,
Newark, NJ 07104.

Almost every issue of PF Reporters from No. 1 through present (under
ES&T name); old Sams Photofacts; RCA Institute courses on radio, TV,
color TV, transistors, etc. Richard E. Bishop, 212 Taconic Road, Greenwich, CT 06831; 203-869-0422.

"THE WORKBENCH COMPANION"-Over 200 pages
of Tough Dogs and troubleshooting notes from 20
years in the business. Partial contents: Symcure Index
1970-1987, Radio Elec. Clinic 1969-1987, ETD Index
ColorFax 1969-1982, Testing HV Diodes, Int. Flybacks,
Zenors, etc. Important note on capacitors and much
more. Price: $29.95 + $2.50 shipping and handling.
FARRELL ELECTRONICS, Hi -Teck, Larry Gribbin,
Chief Engineer, 127 Providence Avenue, SOUTH
10-87.3t
PORTLAND, MAINE 04106.

Advertising rates In the Classified Section are 85
cents per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by payment to insure publications.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge is $20.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $30.00 per
insertion to cover department number, processing of
replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of any
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or
distributor.

FOR SALE
AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts.
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc.,
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881.9600.
National (800) 223-8314, NY State (800) 446-4430.
1-85-tfn
VCR REPAIR SOLUTIONS FOR VHS MODELS. Volume

and cures-$11.95. Volume II$11.95. All 300, $19.95. Eagle Electronics, 52053 Locks
7-87-6t
Lane, Granger, IN 46530.

I-150 Symptoms

TVNCR "Tuff Tips" listed by mfg. and model. 1st edition -200 TVNCR tips $10.95, 2nd edition -200
TVNCR tips $10.95, both editions $19.95. For TV tips
only -1st or 2nd edition $5.95, both editions $10.95.
For VCR tips only 1st or 2nd edition $6.95, both editions $12.95. TECH CURES, 4825 Fredericksburg
10-87-1t
Road, San Antonio, Texas 78229.

-

T.V. SALES & SERVICE. Well established business
located northern Virginia. Owner retiring and will help
with financing. Call 703-972-7027 after 7:00 p.m. EST.
6-85-tf n
TV TOUGH DOGS: 300 symptoms and cures. Send
$7.95 to DAVIS TV, 11772 Old Fashion Way, Garden
10.87-tfn
Grove, CA 92640.

TVNCR FAILURE HISTORIES-Multiple cures for
most problem areas. Send $6.95 with mfg. and model
number to TECH CURES, 4825 Fredericksburg Road,
San Antonio, Texas 78229. Money will be refunded
with free sample, if model is not on database. 10-87-1 t
VCR CROSS-REFERENCE LISTINGS for the following
electronically similar manufacturers: RCA, Sharp,

Sylvania, Panasonic, Quasar, Magnavox, Philco,
Hitachi and J.C. Penney. Each $13.95, any 2 or more
$10.95 each. TECH CURES, 4825 Fredericksburg
10-87-1t
Road, San Antonio, Texas 78229.

HELP WANTED
technician needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are expert with consumer TV and audio equipment. Training by manufacturers such as: Sony,
Hitachi, RCA, Panasonic, etc. are necessary for Job experience. Write or call: Atlantic Electronics, Inc., 1232
NE 26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305, 305-564-8274 (10
06.88-tin
AM 6:30 PM). Ask for Dave or Joe.
VIDEO/AUDIO

CAMERA-VIDEO Technicians needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are expert with consumer and/or industrial
cameras and VCR's. Training by manufacturers such
as Sony, Hitachi, Panasonic, etc., are necessary for
lob experience. Come to sunny Florida and enjoy your
work & leisure time. Write or call ATLANTIC ELECTRONICS INC., 1232 NE 26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33305. (305) 564.827410 AM to 6:30 PM. Ask for Dave or
8.85-tin
Joe.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
NORTH SHORE OF MASSACHUSETTS. Established
appliance, TV, and VCR repair service with new and
used sales opportunity. Real estate package avail8-87-4t
able. Call for details (617) 281-1006 days.

SENCORE SC61 Dual Trace Scope and Sencore VA48
Video Analyzer. Each comes with leads and manuals.
Excellent condition. Plus much more! Asking
10.87ßt
$2800.00. (312) 289-0056.

ELECTRONIC REPAIR, inventory & equipment. 11
years at same location. Small recreational town in
Idaho. Owner wishes to retire. $15,000. 208-756-2916,
9-87-2t
Box 488, Salmon, Id. 83467.

SERVICE MANUALS. Large Shop has 18 yr. collection
of duplicates. All original manufacturer. All new.
Audio $1.00, video $5.00. Send SASE for list. Tape
Recorder Clinic, 4850 E. Speedway, Tucson, Arizona

"SHAMROCK TV" in San Diego, Calif.; Established 20
years-great location. Owner retiring. Call (weekdays)

85712.

11

10-87-1t

619-488-8282.

-86-On

SERVICES

EDUCATION
CABLE TV TRAINING-Training in Cable Television
Technology. Learn construction, installation, and
maintenance. Cable Correspondence Courses, Inc.,
7 -87 -tin
P.O. Box 1319, St. Charles, MO 63302.

CREDIT REPAIR, Business and Commercial Loans
Brokered. Free details. Commercial Financial Group,
P.O. Box 920957, Dept. 241, Houston, Texas
10-87-1t
77292-0957.
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ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES

GIGOTROflIO
&gy

LONDON, ENGLAND

Nicholas McGeachin
Roseleigh House, New Street

Servicing

ALL U.S. TERRITORIES
Greg Garrison, Sales Manager

Deddington, Oxford OX5 4SP
Phone: (0869) 38794
Telefax: (0869) 38040
Telex: 837469 BES G

P.O. Box 12901

Overland Park, KS 66212
Phone: (913) 888-4664
Fax: (913) 888-7243
Telex: 42-4156 INTERTEC OLPK

TOKYO, JAPAN

Haruki Hirayama,

NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA
Hast well, Williamson, Rouse PTY. LTD.
P.O. Box 419
Norwood, S.A. 5067
Phone: 332-3322
Telex AA 87113

Tech's
Guide
To

N

Pricin

t

E

EMS, Inc.
Sagami Bldg., 4-2-21, Shinjuku,

Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
(03) 350-5666

Telex: 2322520 EMSINCJ
Cable: EMSINCPERIOD

"Tech's Gulde To
Pricing"

ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY Volume 7, No. 10
(USPS 462-050) is published monthly by Intertec Publishing

updated new 5th edition ...a
framework for setting rates
that apply to Hi -Tech products ...a formula that
guarantees SUCCESS'
Call Toll Free for details

1-800-228-4338

Corp., 9221 Guivira Road, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park,
KS 66212. Second Class Postage paid at Shawnee Mission,
KS, and additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY,
P.O. Box 12952, Overland Park, KS 66212-9981.

CAST
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A MUST FOR THE TV TECHNICIAN
UNIVERSAL CRT ADAPTER- Don't buy another
socket for your CRT Tester! Join 10,000 satisified buyers & WIN the Socket War!
GUARANTEED to fit your tester.
Test/clean/restore ALL Color, B/W,
Projection. $63.95ppd w/Setup
book, Visa, MC, COD.

1.800.331.9658
DANDY MFG. CO.
2323 Gibson, Muskogee, Oklahoma 74403

Circle (30) on Reply Card
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SAVE
TIME

HAND REMOTE REPAIR
LA GUARDIA ENT.
90
Day
Warranty
New Battery
Included

5882 Rich Hill Way
Yorba Linda, CA 92686
(714) 579-1276
Call for pricing
24 hr. turnaround time
Return freight pre-paid
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For fast, accurate
service, please
remove the Peel -Off
Label (which is used
to address your
magazine) and affix it
to the Reader Service
Card, the Address
Change Card, or to
any correspondence
you send us regarding
your subscription.

How to make

top VCR profits
with no investment
and no headaches.
Now you can immediately offer complete
VCR remanufacturing service to your
customers.

All makes. All models.
Any VCR VHS, Beta. You name it. Send
your authorized PTS Servicenter and
you'll get complete remanufacturing
service.
it to

Fast turnaround.

Dependable service.
Your customer wants it fixed now. PTS
has the world's largest VCR parts inventory. Fully equipped test positions are
manned by factory trained technicians.
You get (and give your customers) fast,

guaranteed service.

Famous PTS quality backed by
PTS warranty.

a 90 day

Every remanufactured VCR gets.

Complete, thorough cleaning with
special PTS approved nonabrasive
chemicals and cleaning materials.
Demagnetization of all metal parts and
heads.
Lubrication of all mechanical parts.
Tape guide alignment.
Head and tracking alignment.
Latest manufacturer's updates, defective and worn parts replaced.
Historically high failure parts
automatically replaced regardless of
condition.
Complete electronic tests and checks.
Air test and bum -in.
PTS' 3 stage quality test and spec
performance guarantee.

All services backed by PTS' exclusive full

90 day parts and labor limited warranty.

Guaranteed price guarantees your
profit.
One low, flat
rate includes

64.95*

parts and
labor.

Suggested ,eta! $89 95

'Repair price excludes VCR heads. motors,
baskets, and cosmetics. These items billed at cost
subject to dealer approval. Minimum bench
charge of $24.95 may apply.
Mutilated units and/or previously reworked units
by technicians outside of PTS will be subject to a
$24.95 surcharge. PTS reserves the right to return
any units with repair costs in excess of unit
replacement value.

Get in on the nation's premier VCR profit
program. Try PTS' VCR remanufacturing
today.

DTCr
...;...
-r--_-..- rt. r -w

-

-Between equipment costs, training,
parts, schematics, and impatient
customers, VCR repair was one
big headache. With PTS I'm
making the same profit
with no investment
and no headaches.
Thanks PTS."
For more information or the Servicenter
nearest you contact PTS Customer
Service at 1812) 824-9331

Circle
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Zenith remanufactured and reconditioned
replacement modules and sub -assemblies

One of the easiest, fastest,
and surest ways for you to preserve the pedigree of the Zenith
products you service and maintain
with genuine Zenith replacement

That's why you
is

parts.

And at no time is this more critical
than when you replace the more sophisticated components like modules,
tuners, channel selectors and subassemblies.
Your participating Zenith parts
distributor will supply you with a
replacement remanufactured, reconditioned and serviced for reliability by

Zenith people as dedicated and
knowledgeable as those who made
the original.

Equally important, the replacement module or sub -assembly you
receive in exchange from your Zenith

parts distributor will most likely
incorporate Zenith factory modifications, if any, in effect at the time of
remanufacture.
And nowhere else but in a participating Zenith parts distributor's
Exchange Program can you get
assurance that a replacement incorporates a Zenith factory up -date if
one exists!

ENrr

should start taking
advantage of your
Zenith parts distributor's
R&R Exchange Program now.
We'll help you locate the Zenith
R&R Exchange Counters in your
area if you'll write on your company
letterhead with your complete address
element and Zip Code.
Chances are there's an Exchange
Counter for Zenith factory-fresh
replacement modules and subassemblies closer than you realize.
Write, if you don't know, and we'll
tell you where it is! There's no sense
risking an exchange for a Zenith
replacement anywhere else!

The quality goes in before the name goes on.®

Zenith Service, Parts & Accessories/11000 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, IL 60131/A Division of Zenith Electronics Corporation
www.americanradiohistory.com

